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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION

The relationship that existed between Indian communities and

Methodist Indian day schools in Northern Manitoba from

1890

to 1925 constitutes an important area in the study of EuroCanadian attempts to educate Indians. During these decades,
Methodist day schools in Indian communities played important
roles in efforts at cultural assimilation.
To understand such educational procedures and develop-

ments, it is not sufficient to look only at factual aspects
such as achievement and attendance records, curriculum, administration and teacher training"
It is also essential to
study the Indian community in which a particular school !¡as
situated, the effects of Euro-Canadian educational attempts
on community families and institutions and the conseguent
relationship between two confronting cultures; Cree/Oj¡Awa
and Euro-Canadian. This provides a context in which events
and attitudes can be placed and deepens our understanding of
Indian issues--past and present. Day schools provide the
most poignant setting for the observation of interactions
between Indian and white society since children daily divided their time between their parents' homes and the day
schools which attempted to immerse their students in EuroCanadian culture.
1-

2

Using the Department of

Indian Affairs school records,
the Black Series, Canada Sessional Papers, and the Hudson's
Bay Company Records, Methodist Indian day schools in Berens
River, Cross Lake, Oxford House and Nelson House wiII be explored as case studies" These communities and their day
schools are representative of northern Indian communities.
ÀIl- are situated in the boreal forest with iÈs attendant
ecologically adaptive culture.
ÀI1 experienced the decline
of the fur trade and a continual intrusive Euro-Canadian
presence.

Daily life and the seasonal round in the schools will be
studied. Situations and attitudes of students, parents,
teachers, the Department of Indian Àffairs, the Methodist
missionaries and the Indian community as a whole wiLl be
evaluated. The extent to which the school, its goals, and
its values vlere accepted or rejected by the Indian community
and Èhe extent to which changes were wrought by Euro-Canadian culture on Indian communities as a result of education
wiIl be determined. During the 1880s, Indian assimilation
became a key factor in the Canadian government's Indian policy" This study of day school/community relations wilt analyze the role of education in this policy and the effects it
had on Northern Àlgonquian culture in Manitoba"
The largely reconstructive nature of the research

demands

careful attention to methodology. The primary sources used
are not to be taken at face value and glibly recorded" In-

3

itical questioning of each document will have to
Questions about who wrote the document, for what
purposes and to whom, deserve careful attention.
t
occur.
stead

cÊ

As we11, some inference from ethnohistorical and ethno-

graphic data will be required, Much has been left unsaid in
the school records although such gaps are often useful since
omissions sometimes reveal more about a specific

writer or
situation than what has been said, and much material carries
a basic assumption that the reader will be aware of the issue being addressed. As weII, material contributed by the
Indians themselves is sparse, and this creates a greater
need for inference if one is to evaluate Lheir attitudes.
For example, €rD examination of the Iists of materials ordered for the school by the teacher will make it possible to
discern some attitudes herd by Methodists regarding Leisure
time, sports and organized activity.
WhiIe inference and
reconstruction can produce fine history, the shortcomings of
such endeavours will have to be kept in mind.
Two

major areas constitute the core of this thesis.

The

first is¡ what Indian education policies vrere devised by
the government and the Methodists? Chapter II outlines the
general educational principles that existed in canada from
1890 to 1925 in order to discern the kind of standards and
philosophies that Þrere transplanted to the Northern Manitoba
setting. This base having been established, the study turns

4

to Èhe role of education in the government's "civilizing
mission" to the rndians and Lhe administration of rndian day
schoors. An examination of the dual control system of rndian education which existed between the Dominion government
and the Methodist Missionary society shows the drawbacks of
such a union by comparing government attitudes toward rndians and philosophies for "improving" their "red brethren"
with those varues and goars of the Methodists in their educationar work. The driving forces behind Methodist mission
work and the way in which Methodists regarded the rndians
present some important contrasts to governmental aims and
attitudes. church and government each had their own idea of
what was supposed to be going on in rndian day schools in
Northern Manitoba from 1890 to 1925.
The second area of this thesis is:

what realry happened

in the day schoors? The community contexts of these schoors
must be understood as furly as possibre. chapter rrr presents a short history of the culture, seasonar movements, rerigion, policies and readership of cree/ojibwa rndians in
Northern Manitoba to 1890. rn chapter rv, case studies of
the four day schoors in Berens River, cross Lake, oxford
House and Nerson House from 1890 to 1g2s serve to irtustrate
the effects of Methodist rndian day schooLs on community
rife and consequent changes. The role of rocal native response in generating any divergences between alleged ideals
and actuar educationar practices wilr also be examined" Fi-

5

narry, t,he four schoors and communities wirl be compared and
contrasted and important trends wilI be evaluated.
This research can be directry reLated to Lhree rarger
fields:
the history and historiography of Indian day
schoors, of rndian education and of Methodist missionaries.
In the field of rndian day schoors, existing materiar is
scant. The canada sessional Papers and two unpublished papers by susan E" Dueck herp to provide a context. The ratter are the onry secondary sources dealing with nort,hern
Manitoba Indian day schoo1s. l Àn M. A. thesis by H. J"
va1Iery,2 written in 1942, addresses the day schoor issue in
canadian rndian education; however, this materiar is rargery narrative and its interpretations are dated. A case
study of Methodist rndian day schoors has not previously
been undertaken. Perhaps attention to these schools as well
as to the resulting cultural interactions wiIl contribute to
greater understanding of modern rndian communities in Manitoba and encourage further study of these institutions elsewhere.

1 susan E. Dueck, "The Berens River united church Indian Day
School" (Honours paper: University of Manitoba, 1993);
and Dueck, "The Berens River Roman cathoric rndian Day
school" (Graduate paper: university of Manitoba, 1994):
These papels have been rargery written from primary sources--very littre secondary source materiar wãs drawn upon"
The papers in question are studies of two rndian day
schools.
2 H.

J.

(t't. À"

Vallery, "À History of Indian Education in
Thesis, Queens University, 1942) "

Canada"
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In the sphere of Indian education, this thesis is an extension of Jacqueline Gresko's work.3 Gresko uses anthropological as well as historical sources and perspectives in a
case study of Indian education policy and the native response in the ol-d North West Territories where native resistance confronted the government's administrative efforts to
bring about the assimilation of the Indians.
This thesis
takes her work as a moder whire concentrating Lo a greater
extent on community response and the littIe known area of
the day schools themselves.
The historiography of Indian education,

especially involving Northern Manitoba, is sparse. Most materiar needs a
strong interpretive overhaul. Exampres of this are studies
by J. E. Lysecki,a Arthur Rempels and R. F. Bishop.6 In
the first study of its kind, Lysecki traces the establishment of missions and mission schoors in Manitoba north of
the 53rd paraller.
writing from a Euro-canadian perspective, Lysecki expounds on the benefits gained by rndians who
Jacqueline Gresko, "White rRites' and Indian 'Rites': Indian Education and Native Response in the l.lest,
1870-1910," in Western Canada past and present, ed. A. w.
Raspor

ich (carsã;ry;tTcclffinAãTaEeilãffist,

1

97

s)

.

John Edward Lysecki, "Education in Manitoba - North of 53"
(u.

Ed. thesis, University of Manitoba, 1936).
Arthur Remper, "The rnfruence of Rerigion on Education for
Native People in Manitoba prior to 1870" (M. Ed. thesis,
University of Manitoba, 1973).
Robert Francis Bishop, "A Historical Survey of the Learning Experiences of the Northern Cree people of Manitoba"
(u. Ed. thesis, University of Manitoba, 1980).
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to missionary activity.
Much good resulted from these missions lbecause of
missionary endeavours]
the Indians ?rere mosÈ
degraded the population increased, the Indians
became more industrious, built better houses, imported stoves and cows and replaced their native
dress and adopted civilized habits.T
This interpretation of rndians as degraded and degenerate
until the government and the missionaries took gracious and
generous action to "save" and "erevate" them is the traditionar interpretation of the history of rndian/white contact.
Lysecki, Bishop and Remper narrate happy stories of
heroic white efforts rewarded by desired results: "with the
coming of the missionary, " writes Lysecki , "the rndian yras
christianized and became more and more rike the white man in
his customs and beriefs."s No mention is made of native input or response (except to impry that the rndian eagerly and
patheticarry folrowed the shining white exampre in hopes of
being delivered from confusion to reach that great goal of
becoming "white").
such a paternalistic view is found in
the work of the Reverend Thompson Ferrier who wrote in the
rate nineteenth and early twentieth century.e rt is interesting that as rate as 1973 and 1980 respectivelyn Remper
and Bishop were stirl
making littre
attempt to charrenge
traditionar interpretations in the history of rndian/nurovrere exposed

Lysecki, p. 52.
Ibid., p. 77.
Rev. Thompson Ferrier, "Our Indians and Their Training for
Citizenship, " The Missionarv Bulletin, vol. IX, no. 1 (Toronto: The Missionary Society of the Methodist Church,
1913).

I
Canadian contact.

A sharply contrasting view is provided by the r¡ork of
Robert Gustafson"lo Gustafson views the recent history of
Canada's Indians as one of dependency, paternalism, the
fairure of the government to meet the needs of the peopre it
vras to serve and the failure of the rndians to organize effectively and lobby successfully for change. He suggests
that the politicar dynamics between the dominant society and
rndian peopres have been typified by internal coronialism
and he identifies educational factors as contributing to the
rndians' underdevelopment. whire it is refreshing to read a
different historiographic perspective on rndian education,
Gustafson's work is one-sided to another extreme. I^rithout
attempting to discern native input and interpret events any
more than the traditional paternarists he opposes, Gustafson
sees Euro-canadians' activities
among rndians as part of a
plot to assimilate the rndian, yet keep him out of white
canadian societyr l 1 and views rndian response as weak and
disorganized. Missionaries are seen on a par with al-coho1
and disease--curtural threats with the missionaries using
education as a dastardry means to a religious end. perhaps
an interpretation such as Gustafson's, however, can be seen
as an example of a "turnabout" in historical thought. AI-
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t1

Robert W. Gustafson, "The Education of Canada's Indian
PeopJ.es: An Experience in ColoniaIism" (u. Ed. thesis,

University of Manitoba, 1978).
I bid. , p.43 .

9

though extreme, ês somewhat revolutionary ideas often are in

earIy, unmodified stages, Gustafson's approach reflects newer and more critical yrays of viewing the history of Indian/
white relations.
Studies such as those done by John Longl2 and John Stewart Murdochl 3 present more evolved critical interpretations

of this history.
Long and Murdoch deal as much as possible
with rndian viewpoints whire taking into account the motives
of missionaries who, on one hand, sincerely desired to help
those in desperate need and, on the other hand, h¡ere t,he
agents who most actively and ethnocentrically wished to
speed the demise of Indian culture through education.
Literature synthesizing and publicizing Met,hodist missionary activity provides this thesis with another context"
Àccounts from the late nineteenth and earry twentieth centu*
ries written by Methodists such as J. H. Riddelf,la F. G"
Stevensls and S. D. Gaudinl6 are mainly useful for gleaning
12

John S. Long, "Rev, E. A. Watkins: Missionary to the
Cree
of Fort George 1852-1857r" paper presented at the
'16th Algonquian
Conf erence, Dulut,h, Minnesota, 26-28 Oc-

tober,

f3

14

15

1984.

John Stewart Murdoch, "SyIlabics:

A Successful Educa-

tional Innovation" (t'1. Ed. thesis, University of Manitoba, 1981 ).
J. H. Ridde11, Methodism in the Middle West (Toronto:
Ryerson Press , 1946).
F. G. Stevens, "The Autobiography of Reverend Frederick
George Stevens, Doctor of Divinity,
Indian Missionary,
Cree Scholar" (United Church Àrchives, Conference of Manitoba and Northwestern Ontario, circa 1940).

10

an impression of the way contemporary Methodists viewed the
Indians. After presenting somewhat superficial, glowing accounts of the "tremendous good" being carried on by the
church, the writers sometimes leave one with the uneasy
feering that "much mileage [was being gained] from few converts.rrl T such "whiggish" one-sided account,s are too generar
to be of great value to modern historians"
work such as John webster Grant's The Moon of wintertimerls an M. Ed. thesis by Michael Owen,ls who provides a

useful historiographical survey of the more important sources dearing with Methodist missionary activity; ph. D. theses
by George Emery2o and W. H. Brooks2r and an unpublished paper by Jennifer s. H.
Brown22 provide some insights into
the activities and ideals of Methodists in the canadian
S. D. Gaudin, Forty-Four ye?rs With the Northern Crees
(Toronto: Mundy-Goodf eIIo".¡ ÞiEEing co., lW
17 Jennifer
s. H. Brown, "Fur Trade/t"tission paralrels, conflicts and conseguences in Northern America: A Methodist
Among the Rainy Lake Ojibwa, 1854-55," paper presented at
the American Anthroporogical Association Meetings, washington, D. C., 1983, p. 5.
I I John webster Grant, The Moon of Wintertime:
Mi ss i onar i es
and the.Indi?ns of Canada in Encounter siñce 1S34
to: University of Toronto press, 1984)a

16

t9

Michaer owen, "Methodist Missions to western canada in
the Nineteenth century" (M. Ed" thesis, university of Arberta , 1975).

20

George

21

lumbia, 1970) .
W. H. Brooks, "Methodism in the Canadian West in the
Nineteenth century" (ph. D. dissertation, university of

N. Emery, "Methodism on the Canadian prairies
1896-1914: The Dynamics of an rnstitution in a New Environment" (Ph. D. dissertation, uDiversity of British co-

11

vlest. Brooks criticarry describes the appearance of various
Methodist groups in the nineteenth century Canadian l.rest and
their missionary endeavours. His account of the fairure of
Methodist education and missionary work is particurarry usefur for discerning Methodist missionary attitudes and activities.
Through compilation of rerated secondary source studies

and carefur assessment of primary source material, a contribution can be made to the fierd of rndian education and the
study of native/Euro-canadian contact. Existing understand-

ing of issues invorving rndians, past and present, wirr be
deepened by pracing events and attitudes into a conceptual
framework and assessing the activities and motivations that
inspired Indian day schools.

Manitoba, 1972).
22

Brown, "Fur trade/Aission parallels".

Chapter II
EURO-CANADIAN PLÀNS FOR INDIÀN EDUCATION,
1

890- 1925

1925, philosophies of education in what is
nov¡ the province of Manitoba changed in vrays that were to
affect children from atr backgrounds within the province.
Attention to recruitment and retention of teachers with good
qualifications intensified in an effort to curb the rongstanding attendance probrem that existed among the pupirs in
Manitoba schools. rndeed, concern for the student vlas a
trend that was especially marked during the rate nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries.23
Between 1890 and

Às more peopre became educated during this time, they became concerned with schooring and the aims of schoors, and
expressed newly awakened interest

in education.2a There llas
a growing emphasis on educating chirdren in areas of health
and hygiene, especiarry after worrd hrar r which "drew attention to the poor physical condition of many canadian youths
and thereby led to a greater concern for physical fitness
and medical inspection in the schools.rt2 s

23

24

25

Keith Wilson, "The Development of Education in Manitoba"
(Pt¡. D" dissertation, UDiversity of Manitoba, 1967')
"
Ibid. , p. 300.
Ibid. , p"298.
12

13

world war r also produced a r.¡ave of patriotic fervor and
identification with Britain.
This fuelred the smarl frame
that had been kindred in the 1890s when the inftuence of
school playgrounds began to be seen as important for community growth. The idea was that chirdren should learn to
communicate through "hearthy and manly sport on the playground." Physicar training, self contror, and a grasp of
the principre of mutuar concession were given new emphasis.26 The resulting fire forged education into a new and
stronger agent of social change.

curricula moved decidedly towards practicatity and away
from a narrowry academic training" By 1910 practical education was accepted for its developmentar aid (where communities and sociar growth l¡ere concerned) and because it was
arso seen as a good way to "canadianize" immigrant and rndian chirdren.2T Boys received manuar training and girts were
immersed in homemaking skirrs that had been considered essential from victorian times (when an emphasis on the home
and family was initiated).
Keith wirson, in his study of the deveropment of education in Manitoba, suggests that crosely rerated to this
change was an increasing concern for the individuar--especiarry for the child's deveropment at schoor.2B care of
26
27

28

bid. , p. 17 4.
Ibid. , p. 304.
Ibid", p. 309"
I

Also see William

H.

Magney, "The Method-

14

health and hygiene, willingness to experiment with curriculum in the interests of students and promotions based on
teacher assessment rather than examination results began t,o
occur after 1899.2s schoor savings banks, started in 1900,
exemprified the desire to "curtivate the virtues of thrift
and the habit of wise expenditure of money."3o Arso by 1900,
military drirrs in the schoors vrere carried out in an attempt to promote order and discipline, improve the carriage
and bearing of students and produce manIy, self reriant
characters.

3I

concern for

chirdren's physicar and social werfare increased from 1900 to 1925. Hot meals were served in several
ruraL schoors, eyesight tests and "school nurses" became a
part of many institutions and time began to be schedured for
"fierd days" and schoor fairs.
The trend towards catering
to the interests and needs of both the individual and society produced new school services and curricula.32 such trends
and philosophies spread to the northern outreaches of Manitoba. By 1919 it was the conscious aím of the Department of
rndian Affairs to "maintain in rndian schools the same stan-

29

30
31

32

ist church and the Nationar Gosper 1884-1914," The Burretin, no. 20 (Toronto: committeè on Archives or theEited Church of Canada, Ryerson press, 1968):14.
WiIson, "Development of Education," p. 310.
I bid. , p. 308.
"Report of the Department of Education, 1900," p" 465,
cited by wilson, "Development of Education,', p. lbl .
I bid. , p. 426.
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dards that exist in the public schools of the province."33

In the 1880s, education became a major part of t,he government's rndian policy. Jacquerine Gresko, in her study of
the Qu'appelre rndustriar schoor, says that the goar of government and missionary administration was "to bring about
the assimilation of the rndians."3a Traditionar rndian rifestyles were considered to be at worst evir and at best inferior to white tlays of rife.
Nineteenth century poricy
makers hoped for a cessation of bands' nomadic lifestyres
and "a gradual metamorphosis of the savage to a civirized
state. " 3 5 convinced that the mer i ts of c ivi I izat ion could
onry be rearized by a sedentary peopre, the canadian government adopted a cul-turar evolutionist theory which Murdoch
says s¡as the product of the underrying assumptions of western scholars in the nineteenth and earry twentieth centuries.
Proponents of this supposition believed that, êt the
same revel of curtural deveropment, all men would share
equal mental ability. 36
such was the context in which the canadian government reported its problems with rndian students. rt concruded that

chirdren not only spent too short a time in schoor to fulry

33

PAM, RG

10, DIÀ, voI.

January 1919.
34
35
Jb

6014, file 1-1-6 Man., part 1,

Greskor "I^lhite' Rites' and Indian 'Rites',"
Murdochr "SyIlabics, " p. 78.

Ibid., p.

84"

p"

165.

15
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absorb white cuLture and attitudes but that they usuarry
were admitted too late, "after the idte firthy vrays of their
people had arready been ingrained."37 rndians were seen as

lacking in every area that constituted truly civilized human
beings: "good manners," proper attitudes toward sociar restraint, and ability to make effective use of time. while
it was arso considered important to teach manual skirrs and
academic subjects, white society usualry "chose to encurturate rather than educate the rndians."38 of cruciar importance was the achievement of literacy in English or French
and regular attendance at school. churches and government
worked to settle the rndians, to ensure occupational changeovers to agriculture and to use schools to inculcate white
varues, especiarly those of a rerigious nature.3s The government berieved that rndians could be transformed from inept youths to superior, useful adults through competent securar instruction and mission work that sras designed by God
to improve the rndians' "spiritual and temporal weIfare."4o
Missionaries took the ratter to be their speciar province
and endeavoured to fight the evirs of tribal
rife and prevent the Indians' morar and physical extinction.
They and
their contemporaries considered that "a rower curture coming
3t

38
39

Ibid., p, 88.
Ibid. , p. 88.
Gustafson, "Education of Canada's Indian peoples, " p.
170.

4o Gresko, "white rRites' and Indian
'Rites'r"

p.

166.
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into contact with a higher one ?ras doomed to extinction."41
Therefore, aborigines could survive only by becoming like
Europeans. Government negrect and incompetence coupled with

the corruptive element,s of the white frontier and industrial
society, were seen as other foes to be battled.
In post-treaty years, northern Indian life patterns underwent a massive shift.
Food shortages, changes in territories and techniques of hunting and fishing,
changes in
seasonar movements and social organization of bands occurreda2 but as Gresko points out, "the greatest change of
arl was the indigenous educational syst,em."a3 Through educational stages of classroom instruction, agricultural, industrial and domestic training, the civirized christian was expected to emerge: Iiterate in English, organized,
efficient, vrith an understanding of time (as Euro-canadians
understood it) and an ability to work. Thus, in the 1ggOs,
rndian Department poricy sras geared toward creating nev¡ morâr, christian, independent citizens through the education
system. Indians would be
capable of amalgamating with the white community
or of elevating
the pagan and dependent reserve
4
community.

41

42

43
44

4

Grant, Moon of Wintertime, p" 75.
For a more detailed discussion in this area see chapter
I I I below.
Gresko, "white 'Rites' and Indian 'Rites'r" p" 168.
Ibid", p. 170.
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According to w. H. Brooks, Methodist riterature of the
period contained littre discussion of the philosophy of rn-

dian education. rndian missions were seen, rather, as an
"administrative problem. " certainly it vras dif f icurt to
find moral, upright, quarified teachers wirring to work in
remote areas for littre pay. After the Hudson's Bay territory of Rupert's Land was transferred to the Dominion government, church missions faced new problems of administrative confricts with the government in the area of rndian
education.

as

Part of the federar government's responsibility in the
process of setting up reserves for the western rndians was
to provide educational facilities
for Indian children under
its authority. The existing mission schoors presented problems, however. Not only were many of these institutions too
werr established (in terms of buirdings and equipment) to be
removed, but to take them over legarly would undoubtedly
have been to wreak denominationar havoc. The result v¡as a
dual control system which w. H. Brooks has described as
crumsy, burky and a breeding ground for strife between the
Methodist Missionary society and the Dominion government.a6
John webster Grant's view of the union is

milder and he
interprets its origin as stemming from desire on the part of
the missionaries rather than from administrative necessity.
45
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According to Grant, many Protestants were not in favour of
reserves or the government's secular handling of rndian af-

fairsi and Lhe government h'as often embarassed by the missionaries' never-ending denominational competition and unnecessary interference with harmLess native cust,oms" The
churches, however, had no intention of breaking up the rerationship. Missionaries pressed the Department for financial
and regal herp, and consensus emerged that the only hope for
the rndian b¡as "a strong and vigorous poricy in which the
Government and the Church shall be partners."47
These different interpretations notwithstanding, perhaps

the important erement in the formation of the dual contror
system was that no rndian opinions were asked for or considered. undoubtedry the missionaries saw the Indians as being
in too weak and pathetic a position to assume any stand-just as regal authorities of an orphaned toddler would not
consider the child's viewpoints concerning his future. certainry, this shourd not be too harshry interpreted. The
missionaries vrere clearly very happy when rndians "succeeded" or "acted on their ovrn" (if they folrowed the christian
way). There vras no conscious wish to keep their "red chirdren" submissive. But since the rndian position vras vulnerabre and native people were seen as a burden on canadian society, the overwherming paternarism that resulted arlowed
littre rndian involvement on any meaningfur rever" The rn47 Grant, Moon of Wintertime, p. 187"
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dians' onry defence vras passivity.
"Missionaries devoted
much earnest effortr" writes Grant;
major mis".".their
take...was in relying too much on one-vray communication."48
An example of this can be found in the Rev. E" A. Wat-

kins, missionary to the cree rndians of Fort George, euebec,
from 1852 to 1857.4s Arthough watkins considered these cree
to be a fairly uninteresting group, he $ras spurred on in his
attempt to make an impression on what he described as their
"dul1" Indian minds because they did possess "immortal
sou1s." As John S. Long explains,
He felt his rack of success was due to the natural
reserve and surlenness of the rndian character,
and the indolence and despondency so common to
their race.so
such seeming native disinterest, suggests Long, ñêy have
been a mechanism for maintaining their independence" vtatkins, being committed Lo his own interpretation of their behaviour
' experienced a lack of communication with his
clients that impeded him in his work.
ln 1880r ôs a resuft of a series of meetings between representatives of the government and the Methodist Missionary
society, the basis for future poricy of Methodist schools
among the rndians vras established.
Grants for existing
schoors were to be made payable folrowing t,he government's
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receipt of "suitable returns" for the schools. The amount
of aid to such schools was to be "12 dollars per annum per
capita of the average attendance for the whole year but not
to exceed 300 dollars to any one schoor." À11 communications between the Ðepartment and the Methodist rndian
schoors would be henceforth restricted to the officers of
the Missionary society" The Methodists vrere given free rein
to hire their own teachers.sl
s was the start ing point for years of di scord.
schools sometimes did not receive their grants due to "improper returns" or no returns at arl being sent to the Department "
Teachers vrere found to be incompetent in some of
the day schoo1s.52 communication between the government and
the Missionary Society was poor. In 1912, for example, the
rndian Àgent at cross Lake wrote to the Department concerning a prospective schoor teacher.53 "r think Miss Gaudin is
just the one to teach the rndians as she has been brought up
amongst them and knows the rndian chird's ways." probably
gratefur for a sorution to a longstanding probrem, the government hired Miss Gaudin at a salary of 300 dorlars/year"
when rndian Affairs officiars discovered in February of 1913
Thi
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that the Superintendent of Methodist missions, Rev. Thompson
Ferrier, had sent a different teacher to Cross Lake and that
Miss Gaudin had never taught a day at t,he school, the Department was confused and the tone of the correspondence was
angry. Assistant Deputy and Secretary of Indian Àffairs, J.
Ð. McLean wrote to Ferrier, explaining in no uncertain terms
that they were not going to give the school- any money towards a teacher's salary until they knew who exacLly was
teaching and what his or her qualifications were.
Chilled by the tone of the letter, Rev. Ferrier lost no
time in spelling out the cross Lake teacher's qualifications
and added,
The Department is fully avrare of the great diffi-

culty in securing teachers for these places and I
am very glad to engage and send them whenever I
have suitable opportunity. s4
did Indians and their children fare in the heat of
battres generated over these issues of jurisdiction and administration? rn 1919 a retter was sent to the Department-beautifully typewritten and in perfect EngIish, with the
names of severar chiefs attached, incruding wirliam Berens
of Berens River:
we...crave...that Your Excellency will order that
the education of Indian chiLdren be given under
the sole management of the Government without any
interference or influence from any sources whatever--politicaI, religious or otherwise. In some
unknown wây, perhaps with a laudable desire for
mutual benefit,
a system of education of Indian
children has been arranged in the past between the
How

54 PÀM, RG 10, DrA vol.6230, file
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Department of Indian Affairs and the different
Churches or Religious Organizations, the Churches
being given the privilege of nominating the teachers only and the Government paying the teachers'
salaries and all the expenses of school management. [ttre teacher is placedJ under two masters
and has also been the means of causing serious reIigious guarrels among our peop1e.... We will at
aLl times welcome and assist to the very best of
our ability any Church
who wishes to bring to
us the Gospel of Jesus Christ, but will not tolerate or upþo1d any who has any influence with our
schools.

ss

T. Carter, the Indian Agent for the bands in question,
discussed the above retter in correspondence with the government. since he crearly took the letter's varidity for
granted (some might suspect forgery since the document contained no handwritten signatures or 'x' marks) we may assume
that the chiefs had direct input into the document. cart,er
had rikely discussed the matter with them before reporting
to ottawa. we have no vray of knowing whether some specific
issue or series of events angered the chiefs into making
this compraint. The records mention nothing catastrophic
and such feerings on the part of the rndians may werr have
been products of rongterm frustration with administrative
battres and their negative effects, particurarry on chirdren. carter sounded as disgusted as the chiefs when he
wrote to J. D. Mclean on 7 March, 1919, that
anyone of ordinary vision could see that the handling of school matters by the Churches in the
face of the enlightenment of the modern Indian
could only resuLt in the alienation of the Indians
from the Churches.
ss PÀM, RG 10, DrÀ vol. 6001, File 1-i-1, part
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that, according to Rev. Ferrier, if the churches
cannot appoint their own teachers the Methodists wilr step
"down and out of missionary work." Carter concluded,
If this is the spirit of the Churches, it wi1l be
the greatest blessing if they will withdraw from
the ieserves...school affairs-should be either under the Church or the Department. 5 6
rt does not seem that carter had a particurar hatred of
Methodists since Miss Gaudin, whom he had recently recommended to the Department as a fine prospective teacher, was
the daughter of Methodist missionary S. D. Gaudin.
He wrote

The Department made other accusations and alregations
against t.he Missionary society during the 1BB0s and'1990s"
rt complained that school buirdings vrere negrected, to which
Dr. Alexander sutherrand, Generar secretary for the Methodist Missionary society replied, "it does not appear to me
that this is a matter which belongs to the society. we have
no title to any of these properties...."57 society and government seemed benÈ on praying with their own and each other's "rules and regurations." rn this case, schoor buildings yrere probably in deprorabre condition and the two
povrers were each concerned only with pawning off the respon-,
sibility on the other. schoor equipment vras also comprained
about in Departmental reports.

56
57

rbid"
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The struggle ran both ways however. Dissatisfaction

on

the part of the Society was very much in evidence. In an
articJ-e published in The Missionarv BuIletin in 1913, the
Rev. Thompson Ferrier blamed government Indian policy for
allowing Indians to remain idIe, unprogressive and dependent. This state, he argued, produced debauchery, pauperism
and discontent. Às soon as the rndian can take care of himself, claimed Ferrier, he should be set on his feet.sB Ferrier's statement represented the typicar (often werl-founded) view of the Methodists regarding government bungling.
Brooks cites severar instances where the Department

made

gross errors in calculating teachers' sararies and sending
out much needed grants to the schools. rn one instance (19
February 1881) the government advertised for and attempted
to hire teachers for the Methodist schoors at Norway House,

rslington and Berens River. such intrusion into the clearly
marked territory of the society was whorly unacceptable; but
although Dr. Arexander sutherland raged, he never received a
satisfactory reply from Ottawa.
Brooks says that the conflict that went on for years

realfy...a clash of rival bureaucracies. There
or no mention of salvation or bringing
the Christian message to the Indian. In any of
the Methodist correspondence in these affairs, the
Methodist teachers differed from their government
counterparts only in the requirements of being in
good standing in a church and of having a reasonable moral character....
The Methodists vrere aggressive in an institutional
sense and jeatous ðf
was little

s
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their jurisdiction which they sought to extend. ". "
This denominational imperialism, however, did not
necessarily signify any clear cut purpose or intention other than the extension of their institution into more distant fields.5s
sutherrand's repry to ottawa after the government had
disquarified some of the teachers emproyed by Methodists in
rndian schoors reflects much about the standards and priorities held by Methodists regarding these institutions.
I was not aware untiL now that a certificate [from
the county Board] was required Ifor the teachers]
by the Delartment, nor am I yet certain what grade
of certificate is necessary. [rnis reveals a typical l-ack of communication between Society ãnA
government.J In our "Regulations for Indiãn Day
Schools"... it is required that the standard of
qualification for teachers sha1I be eguivalent to
a county certificate of the second class ln Ontario and that "teachers be of good standing in a
Christian church".... There are three poin[s that
we regard of primary importance, viz--1. Moral
character, 2. Ability to teach the branches required in the school to which the teacher is appointed, 3. Diligence and success in securing the
attendance of the children.
Where these qualifications concurr w€ consider them "eguivalent" for
the work of an Indian School....
I do not think
it will be possible to secure persons holding anything higher than a third class certificate io
teach for a salary of 200 ldottars] per annum.6o
Perhaps this rast sentence is a jibe at the Department which
paid teachers' sararies. what is crear, however, is the
fact that moral character sras of prime importance and that
ability to teach the "branches" required by the schoor vras
second among sutherrand's points of "primary importance."
rndeed, his prime emphasis on character was further manifest
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vrhen

he wrote in

1881 ,

As much of the work in Indian schools is of the
most primary kind, Ìre do not insist upon the f ull
standing required by the second class county certificate...provided we find in a marked degree,
other qualifications which we consider essential
in the teacher of an Indian school. 6
1

rn order to clearry understand developments in rndian education under the auspices of the Methodist church, it is
necessary to discuss the essence of Methodism as it existed
between 1890 and 1925, the aims of Methodist rndian policy
and the val-ues and goars inherent in the church's mission
work. A comprehension of the motives behind this work and a
view of how the Methodists saw their rndian crients wirl illuminate one side (ttre MethodisL side) of the struggle for
souls and citizenship.
!,7i11iam Magney, in

a discussion of Methodism, says,
"Methodism was a vray of tife with deep roots in the canadian
past.'t62 À profound concern for the afterrife and a commitment to saving souls for the next worrd had rong been driving forces behind Methodist religious curture" Between 1B84
and 1914 an evolution of these basic principles occurred and
nationalistic fervor became a marked feature of canadian
Methodism by the 1890s. Motivated by a victorian-British
notion of superiority ordained by God and a consequent mission to enlighten and guide the other ress fortunate nations
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of the worId, Methodists sought to appry christian truths to
the restoration of society and the improvement of societar
institutions at all levels.
Àlthough crearry influenced by British and American protestantism, Methodist readers savr the west as canada's re-

sponsibirity. George Emery suggests that Methodists were
lhe self-appointed guardians of protestant Christian values in society and they assumed that the
perpetuation of protestantism was a nation building process. 6
christian varues would be menaced throughout the Dominion,
they feared, if the west with its enormous materiar potentiar were not ylon for christ. rf the canadian west courd be
christianized it wourd be a fortress for salvation and
evangerism on a grobal scare and canada courd herp in the
creation of the Kingdom of God on earth.6a Riddelr says that
Methodism between 1883 and 1897 called for a
nev¡ individual. . .possessing a new idea1, f iIIed
with a nevr passion, ceaselessly striving to realíze in tþ. society the principles of the Kingdom
of God. 6 s
3

that whire the character of this unique
ontario-based English-canadian religious nationarism rested
on the same scriptural principles as gritish and American
Methodism, it vlas "more passionately nationaristic, more
Magney suggests
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strongly motivated by positive goals of national destiny.tt66
The "sociar Gospel" that arose from this religion between

1914 herd the church increasingty responsible for
the werfare of the individual's physicar as welr as spiritual life.
It was berieved that Bibrical truths should be infused into every aspect of the secular world to create t.he
Hence, Methodism became a busy
"Kingdom of God" on earth.
focal point of community life and development.6T
1884 and

The christian Guardian, an influentiar voice of Methodism

to 1914t carried numerous articles centring on themes of patriotism, nationalism, the sociar gosper and the attainment
of the "Kingdom of God" on earth. one article published in
1893 read:

Love of country is essential to true nationaL and

political progress....
Now is the time for Canadians to show their practical attachment to their
own country.
We depreciate the vrreckless charges
of disloyalty that are hrJrled at political opponents in partisan strife.68
James L. Hughesr ân ontario Publ-ic schoor rnspector, wroLe
in 1 900,
The ful]est preparation for citizenship requires
that the spirit of broad patriotism should become
a distinctive element of character. Às with other
elements, so with patriotism...the principtes must
be taught, but there must be a centre of patriotism formed in the life by true life piocesses
66
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This is reflected in the contemporary education phi losophies which stressed community improvement and concern
for the individual child's welfare"
Christian Guardian, I February 1993, p. 88.
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before these principles can become part of the
real life in the end. Children so tra ined in early life will be ready for the compr ehension and
ass imi lat i on of the principles of the broadest and
most Iiberal patriotism in later years 69
Addressing the topic of

"Christian Citizenship," an

1896

article declared:
it is now the supreme duty of every man to make
the kingdoms of this world become the kingdoms of
God and of his Christ....
men and rdomen can be
patriotic in the quiet walks of everyday Christian
life as in the fierce excitements of doubtful battle.
The time has come when every Canadian shall
assume the duties and bear the responsibilities of
true citizenship.
This world belongs to Christ.
He made it,
upholds it, owns it and will judge
it.... 7 o He. ".desires the regeneration of the
State.

Methodism represented the striving

for christian perfection on the part of the individual.
Writing about his
childhood experiences with Methodism, À. R. M. Lower recaIIed, "they luethodists] heated you up white hot and then
plunged you into the cold water of decision."71 He says of
Methodism between 1870 and 1914¡

Methodists set the pace for other evangelical denominations and gave a lasting set to Canadian
Iife. If there was anything in you, the Methodism
of the day would force it out....
It would make
you feel responsible for the neighbour next door.
It would underline to you that it was vour duty to
keep the whole_thing going through your efforts
and your money.72
6e Christian Guardian, 3 June 1896, p.1.
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An article in an issue of the Christian Guardian,
January, 1890 presents an excerrent summary of the principres of Methodism during this period. rt is a compilation
of rules centred on the theme "What to Teach Boys." It
lists:
1. to be true and genuine. Àbove aII else
teach boys that truth is more import,ant than rich€sr more than earthly povrer or possessions.
2. to be pure in heart, language and 1ife--to
be pure in mind and body.
3. to be unselfish. To care for the feelings
and comforts of others. To be generous, noble and

manIy.

4. to be self reliant and self helpful even
from childhood. To be industrious always and self
supporting at the earliest possible age.
Teach them that all honest work is honourable
and that an idle life of dependence on others is
di sgraceful. 7 3
These rures are an embodiment of the varues that Methodist

missionaries strove to impart to the rndians. Education had
a Lhree-ford aim as described by the Methodists: "temporal,
interrectual and spiritual improvement. "T4 Àcademic knowledge was not the overriding goa1. An articre in the christian Guardian of 1900 stated,
The theory of education does not deny the importance of knowledge...it is the capital with which
the mind works, but the value of capital depends
ent i rely upon the character. . . of the possessoi " 7 s
73 Christian Guardian, I January 1890.
74 Grant, Moon of Wintertime, p. 178"
75 Christian Guardian, 21 February 1900"
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À modest grasp of reading, writing and enough bookkeeping to

enable rndians to communicate and carry out business trans-

actions in a society dominated by Euro-canadians vras sufficient.
More importance was attached to agriculturar and
manuar training,
but it was "character buirding" that vras
considered essential to the programme, Grant explains that
the main concern of missionaries nas to
impart instruction...to
change work habits and
personality patterns....
By the end of the nineteenth century it was generally agreed that the
principal aim of missionary work was to prepare
Indians to assume the privileges and respoñsibiIities of Christian citizenship. T
6

Methodists strongry berieved that christianity could never be embraced by a dependent group of people; hence self-

sufficiency and industry lrere the emphasized goa1s, the purpose of the Methodist mission. rndians shourd abandon their
lifestyre which was considered heathen, static and inefficient.
Thompson Ferrier writes in a 1913 articre that encompassed contemporary mission philosophy:

The Indian is growing up with the idea firmly
fixed in his head that the government owes him a
living and that his happiness and prosperity depend in no degree upon his individual effort"77
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Grant, Moon of glintertime, pp. 178-183. Note that the
word "citizenship" is used instead of the word "civirization"--the ernphasis had shifted from a rooser universar
term to one that carried nationaristic imprications for
assimilation into Canadian society.
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This system, Ferrier believed, destroyed energy, push, independence and Èhe necessity of compelring a man to rabour for
what he needs. rndividual advancement was of the utmost importance.
The Indian massed in tribes is the problem.... To
recognize the man as a unit and hold him responsible as such, train him for his place and thén let
him occupy it is the true method for civilizing
the Indian
the preparation of youth for the
duties, privileges and responsibilities of citizenship is_Èhe purpose of the government plan for
education.Ts

Ferrier's goal was to teach rndians the basic rudiments of
knowredge but especially to impart those skirrs that wourd
enable them to survive in a changed world.
Wherever possible a garden should be cultivated....
Sufficient produce should be raised to
give variety to the daily bill of fare, and instead of givilg a dry biscuit, encourage the boys
to bring rabbit, game and fish and this, wittr tLe
produce of the garden should serve for a hot meal
at noonday. Such a plan would not only help the
boys but afford a cooking lesson for l¡re girIs.
There would be a great advantage in making the
school life a good object lesson for the home.
Àdd this to compulsory education.Ts
It vras imperative that rndian children deverop hearthy
bodies and minds welr trained to take up the duty of serfsupport. The occupations of farming and raising stock were
seen as most desirable by the Methodists since no other rabour would

so soon dispossess hirn of his nornadic instincts...no field in which he lcould] so readily
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contribute to his own support.

. . .8o

Ferrier's analysis of the "Indian character,' can be considered representative of Methodist opinion in the rate
nineteenth and early twentieth century.
The Indian is naturally suspicious of the white
man. He clings to the vrays of his ancestors, insisting that they are better than ours and many
resent every effort...to
educate their children...but they have no objections to appropriations from the Government treasury. E r
An unsigned article

in the christian Guardian gives another encapsuration of the purpose of the Methodist mission:
The poor I ndian , Ii ke Lazarus , i s so ensvrathed ,
not only with the grave clothes of habit but with
the birth garments of heredity. There is only one
thing that can give him life and that is the Gospel and only one thing that can give him liberty
and that is a Christian education..."
there is a
white man buried deep in Lhe person of the Indian,
but we will have to use mallet and chisel, aII the
appfiances of an all-round Christian education to
set him free. We believe God gave us the Indian
to take care of and minister unto. The Divine Being sent usr the stronger--having been made thus
by centuries of Christian teaching. He sent us
unto these our weaker brethren and if vre would
measure up to our high calling in country and citizenhood, in true patriotisrn, in vital Christianity, we must do nobly and generously by our Indian
I2
brothers.

This notion of a white man somewhere inside each Indian was
common. Methodist missionary F. G" stevens, for example,
wrote glowingly in his memoirs of a favoured rndian convert

8o rbid., p. 22.

8r rbid., p. 24.
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who was "huge,

ugly with a beautiful white heart..".''83

By the late nineteenth century, Methodist writers

?rere

alluding to the "progress" that had been made with the rndians over time:
It is evident that the Indian occupies a higher
plane as a Christian today than he did as a págan
yesterday, but how to raise him stiII higher..,is
a problem that we still have to so1ve.sa
such statements, however, were usualry made in the context
of soliciting financiar support from the Methodist congregation and preasing the higher revers of administrators in
this church that was so much controlled by its highly centralized po1ity.8s
Most of the Methodist sources complained of the same
things in 1920 that they did in the nineteenth century:
The task of evangelism lto the tndians] is rendered many times more difficult by widespread i1I iteracy, unwholesome moral and soc ial- customs,
industrial backwardness, economic dependence and
almost entire political heIpIessness.... 86
rndian cultures were successfully resisting Euro-canadian
culture.
The Methodists were becoming frustrated enough Lo
put the whore rndian mission enterprise on the "back burner"
when they switched the rndian work from Èhe "Foreign Mis83
84
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sion" department to the auspices of "Home Missions" and began increasingry to highlight opportunities of Àsian missions. r ndian work !.¡as f rustrating and its challenge was
becoming lacklustre.
only those missionaries who were ac*
tivery involved in field work seemed to maintain some rem*
nants of hope and enthusiasm. Their view of their northern
rndian crients and their responsibirities toward them are
interesting.
some of these Methodists experienced an evorution in
their attitudes. For exampre, s. Ð" Gaudin, who described

the rndian as "ordinary...â pleasant ferrow...vritty and
quick to see a Joker't8z discussed a change in his vray of
thinking. rnitiarry frustrated with the Nerson House band
over their lack of participation in the erection of a new
school house, he later wrot,e more sympathetically:
Their aim seemed to be, not how much work they
could do but rather how much flour, bacon and tea
they could dispose of and also how often they
could smoke....
The trouble with these men was
that they were at new work which was out of line
with their past experience. They were industrious
as hunters, trappers and trippers but this 1oghewing was out of their 1ine until a new training
experience came to them.
Till then they acted
I?"y.
I did not think of these principles at the
time, I was too annoyed....88
Another example of a change of outrook and a gaining of
understanding through actual work among the cree/ojibwa is
found in the journars of F. G. stevens. At the onset of his
87 Gaudin, Fortv-Four years, p. 78.
8
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work, stevens was thrown into a period of disirrusionment
upon rearizing that the rndians were not overfrowing with
love and gratitude for the "loneriness and privation and
hardship" that he endured in his efforts to "herp" Èhem.
upon his recovery, the missionary entered "a second period"
of association with the rndian. ss This "second period, "
marked by a more practical attitude and a consequent broadening of stevens' understanding of those with whom he was
dearing, prompted him to write to John Lysecki in the 1930s:
The whole structure [of Indian education in Residential and Boarding Schoolsl is r.¡rong. Taking
the I ndian chi ldren avray f rom the i r þarents and
their natural environment is a mistake. The idea
that you can, in a few years, educate Indians so
that they can maintain themselves in "White" communities is vrrong. Day Schools on t,he Indian Reserves are the true vray of educating the IndiIo
ans.

By the twentieth century, the stated goal of Methodist
rndian day schoors rlas still "...to erevate the rndian in-

dustriarry, intellectuarly and morafly."e1 rn his history of
the canadian Methodist church in 1906, Alexander sutherrand
impried that "true spirituarity" vras indicated by expansionist missionary activity. w. H. Brooks berieves that the expansionist tendencies of the Methodist church were merely
"rampant institutionalism."
By 1912, the Methodists seem to
have become armost whorly secular in their approach to their
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Indian missions.e2

In 1923, a convention was held in Fisher River, Manitoba"
Arl teachers of Indian day schoors in the surrounding districts attended and the following summary, by G" W. Bartlett, schoor Inspector, was sent to Ferrier, now Methodist
Superintendent of Indian Education:
Considerable emphasis was placed on the practical
aims of a good Indian school as compared with a
white school and how best to work these out.
Training in self-reliance and good citizenship
þrere also fu11y considered. The correlation of
school and out-of-school interests were Isic] emphasized.ss

rt is essentiar t,o note that the stress had changed from an
aspiration to "christianize and civilize" to a desire to
"educate and civilize."
rn their quest to make "white men"
out of these students, the Methodists intended their schoors
to reach into the communities and envelope students in their
home life as weII as in their school life.sa
Àt a teacher demonstration held at Peguis School in 1922,
the school sLaff outlined the following (unsigned) "practical Aims in Indian Education and How Attained. " They show
the extent to which secularism was gro?ring within the standards and philosophies of day school administration "

s2 Brooks, "Methodism in Canadian West," p. 205.
e 3 PAM, RG 1 0,
DIA, vol. 6032, file 150-34, part 1"
s 4 Brooks,
"Methodism in Canadian West," pp. 208-209.
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A.
1"
Cleanliness and observation of elementary
laws of health and decency.

2. À pride in self-support and usefulness.
3. A rational attitude to practical problems
rather than sway of traditional superstition"
4. Àppreciation of useful work well done (a
wel] kept garden, a clean house) and conversely a
distaste for carelessness and slovenly work
5. Good manners.
6. Good morals.
B.

School attendance.

C.

to Interest Indian Children.
1. adaptation of school program to their ex-

How

perience and environment.

2. more manual work.
3. arithmetic, English and other subjects based
on real problems of Indian boy or girl"s5
some of the above points, such as concern for hearth and hygiene and the instilring of a "protestant work ethic" are
reflections of contemporary educational philosophy. However, ethnocentric views of conquering rndian tradition and
curture !¡ere in evidence as was the goar to make native communities self-sufficient in order to reduce the Department's
financiar obrigations towards them. The ord desire of t,he
missionaries to assimirate rndians into white curture for
the good and survival of their race however, seems to have
become attenuated. Point "c, '1 " is interesting in calring
e

s rbid.
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for an "adaptation of school program to their [rndian's] experience and environment." This undoubtedry did not mean
that teachers were to modify their curricura to incrude lessons in hunting and setting up a lodge in a winter camp.
rnstead, it is a reflection of the rearization that in order
to change an rndian chird into a "white" one, the probrem
must be tackled by dearing with a student in terms of his or
her environment. This shows the enormity of the schools'
challenge to the rndian communities and the struggre and
confusion that rndian children, caught in the middre of such
forces, must have endured.
Departmentar records are firled

with inspectors' and
teachers' observations that chirdren who were drirled and
programmed to think and behave in one rday by teachers leading them with "firm hands" and "compassionate hearts" often
mysteriousry "rost what they...gained because they Iwere]
thrown into an environment which annurs the ideals that prevail in the schoo1."e6 rndian chirdren attending Methodist
day schools in northern Manitoba from 1g9o to 1g2s v¡ere
heirs to generations of native peopre struggling to recover
from difficurties that had beset, them since the decline of
the fur trade.
Despite the internal and externar changes
that bands were forced to undergo and the battered pride
that resulted from poverty and dependency, the cree/ojibwa
maintained a fight (often through avoidance or passivity)
s6 ibid"
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for their curLure. Government and Methodist poricy worked
to destroy this culture by implanting t,he values of Eurocanadian society in the minds and hearts of rndian children.

Chapter I I I
THE INDIAN BANDS OF BERENS RIVER, CROSS LAKE,
OXFORD HOUSE AND NELSON HOUSE

The western woods cree of

Nerson House, oxford House and

cross Lake, and the Lake winnipeg saurteaux rndians of Berens River dwell in an area between Lake st. Joseph and the
East winnipeg country.
The northern boundary of the East
winnipeg country is the Nerson River, the southern boundary
is formed by the winnipeg River, and Lake winnipeg comprises
the west boundary. Boreal forest covers the entire region
with a heavy branket which consists mainry of white and
black spruce, some other conifers such as tamarack, barsam
fir, jack pine and a few varieties of broadreafed trees such
as white birch, trembring aspen and barsam poprar. À maze
of lakest rivers, streams and svramps is evidence of the
area's poor drainage.

the poprar, Berens and
Broodvein Rivers comprising its major river systems, possesses a topography that varies from rorring to hirry to
fairry flat.
Arthough crimate and drainage conditions
produce an abundance of tree growth, the ravages of glaciation have robbed the area of soir that is adequate for agriculture.
The East winnipeg country, with
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Agriculture is further impeded by the East winnipeg country's cord, continental crimate which yields winters with
average temperatures of -20 degrees F" and summers which do
not get much warmer than 72 degrees.sT winters are rong with
snow often appearing before November and piling up anywhere
between 15 inches to 100 inches by February which is the
cordest month of the year. rn Aprit the snolr begins to mert.
and leaves appear on the deciduous trees in June. The
months of June, Jury and August comprise northern Manitoba's
summer. The changes in t,emperature that occur during this
annual cycle affect the arrivaL and departure of migrant
birds, the habits of fur-bearing animars and the economic
activities of the rndian bands whose hunting and gathering
work is closery governed by the rimitations of habitat in
this subarctic forest. s I
since survival depends upon individuar hunting and trapping and the cooperation of smarr groups, peopre must be
prepared to divide or congregate, depending on food supply
fructuations; hence the formation of rarge, permanent, organized groups is prevenÈed. John Murdoch suggests that
since the major technologicar advances which may have
evorved through such large group formation were impeded, the
s7 For a detailed discussion of the geographical nature
of
the East Winnipeg Country see Victor P. Lytwyn, "The Historical Geography of the Fur Trade of the Little North
and Its Expansion Into the East Winnipeg Country to 1821"
(l¿" A. Thesis, University of Manitoba, 1 981 ) , pp. Zq-29.
98

A. rrving Hal1owerl, W]bu!tong to Anthroporoov (crricago: un ivers i ty of chic-ago press , i¡'7effi-
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cree and saulteaux bands vrere forced to accept the rimitations of their environment. Hence the social, economic and
technical cultures of these groups were buirt around the accepted restrictions of their environment" This adaptive
curture, which carries a high degree of independence and
self-reliance (springing from the requirements of individual
effort), combined with a need for serf-restraint, is persistent and not easily changed.es
By the time they have reached school âge, cree/ojibwa
children have already been steeped in this lifestyre and its

basic religious and interrectuar assumptions.
skirrs are acquired at an earry age when simpre contributions to family survivar are mastered and progression is
made toward the accomprishment of more difficurt tasks with
the rength and repetition of lessons largery determined by
the children.lo0 Although most northern Indian chirdren have
a crear sense of serf reliance in bush survival techniques
such skirrs have usuarry counted for naught in the ethnocentric schools of Euro-canadians whose recognized and accepted
adaptive curture is of urban industriaLism and agriculture.
accompanying

Despite changes wrought by the fur trade in areas of rndians' consumption habits and technology, the demand for

furs ensured a continuation of the traditionar

ss Murdoch, "SyIIabics, " pp"
l oo Ibid.
, p. 169.

1

64-1 68.

adaptive
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hunting style of the cree/ojibwa rndians.rol This ensured
the retention of a subsistence economy and its crosery integrated culture; such as a dispersed winter hunting pattern
and a biseasonal movement of the popuration between winter
hunting and summer fishing settlements.

By the late eighteenth century when oxford House was
founded, the cree/Assiniboine middleman system in the fur
trade had broken down as the Hudson's Bay company and Montreal traders increased their own inland activities.
with
conseguent decreases in independence and mobirity, and foIlowing the Hudson's Bay company/lorthwest company merger of
1821, food restrictions became more severe. rn the face of
the privation that ensued from gruerring winters, game
shortages and epidemic ilrness, bands began breaking down
into smal-ler groups, mobirity vras probably limited and the
subsistence base reduced to fish and hare.lo2
À study by Edward s. Rogers and Mary Brack Rogers on the
Northern oj ibwa subgroup known as the cranes concluded that
the history of the cranes "represents a pattern of group evorution that has occurred repeatedly among subarctic Àlgonquians. rt1 o 3 The cranes' sociar characteristics, they exprain,
1o1 see Daniel Francis and

Toby Morantz, partners

in Fursl
of rhe FurTrade in nast,Jñ-E:mã8,
å_-Eiçlgru
îgoo:TB7õ-(ningsEñ ana l¡onGar r uffiu"ffõniversity Press, 983
1

1o2 christopher
Comlrany
1992.

).

Hanks, "Thg swampy cree and Hudson's Bay
at Oxford Houser" Ethnohistorv vol. 29, noo Z',
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are probabry typicar of the band life of rndians in this
area. They suggest that these bands were never unirinear or
exogamous and since increasing numbers produced segmentation, the cranes "probabry did not act as a unified politicar or corporate unitt'1o4 though segments had readers in
later times. Arthough boundaries tended to fructuate, these
anthroporogists do not believe the core geographical area of
such groups shifted greatly.
"segments" comprised a col-rection of crosery rerated in-

dividuars with a kinship system based on cross cousin marriage. ros such unions were arranged by parents usually to
achieve the "most practical and judicious subsistence-territory allocations and hunting group compositions in the coming generatlon.t'1o6
Territorially based and self consciousry protective of
land, the cranes were sometimes hostile to the intrusion of
strangers" Às their popuration grew, the number of existing
segments increased and face-to-face gatherings became more
103 Edward

s. Rogers and Mary Black Rogers, "who were The
cranes? Groups and Group rdentity Hãmes in Northern ontario," in_Approqçhgs to Alqonquian Archaeoroqv: proceedinqs gl- +he_ 13th ÀJrnuar conf ererrce ot thre ercnaeõEgl¿ Association ar the universitv É-cãl"r;vl--Gã.
Margaret G. Hanna and Brian Kooyman (catgary: university of Calgary, 1982'), p, 172.
104 rbid" , p. 170
"
los For further discussion of this area see R. W" Dunn i ng
gocial and Eçonomic Chanqe Amono the Northern Oi ibwa,
(Toronto: University of Toronto press, 1959).
1o6 Rogers and B1ack Rogers, "The Cranes," p" 171.
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impossibre untir by the time a treaty vras signed, the segments represented competing political factions. 1o7
Given the sparse evidence and lack of written

records

kept by rndian bands, it is extremery difficult to draw detailed conclusions about Northern Argonquian culture and
value systems. Anthropologicar contributions by A. rrving
Hallowell and R. w. Ðunning who rived among bands in the
Berens River area of northern Manitoba and are helpful.toe
Mary Brack Roger's work on ojibwa power-berief systems sheds
a few poors of light on the Northern Algonguian.ros Articles
in the subarctic, vo]. 6 of Handbook of North Àmerican rndiansl 1o provide some generalizations and specifics. rn order
to understand deveropments occurring in the Berens River,
cross Lake, oxford House and Nelson House communities, it is
necessary to synthesize as much evidence as possibre regarding the traditionar cultures and cultural change that occurred after the eighteenth century in the rives of these
1o7

rbid.
1o I see Hallowerr,
co¡-rtribuÇions to AnthroÞoloqy and curture
and ExÞerience and Dunning, sociãr ana economic cËanse.
10s Mary Brack Rogers, "ojibwa power Belief systems,"
in The
ð'nthrgporogv o:[ power: _ _Eth{roqraphic stuáies f rom A=iã;
oçepniE and tÞe Nery worrd, eds. nayrnonA D. Fogelson ana
Richard N. Àdams (New vork: Acadãmic press, igll); and
Black logers, "ojibwa power rnteractions: creating contexts for 'Respectful Talk',"_in proceedinqs of thã Conf erelrce on Natiye
.North emericên-- tnteraEoñ-pãIEerns,
ed. Regna DarneLl (ottawa:
Hàt ionat l¿useums, 1mf-'
11o william sturtevant,
9eD. 99., Handbook of North American
rndians, 20 vors" (wastrington:
smitirsõãiaã ñãæution, 1981), voI. 6: Subarctic, êd. June HeIm.
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bands.

Jack Hn steinbring,

discussing the Lake winnipeg saurteaux, which include the Berens River Band, concrudes that
the hunting and fishing economy of these Indians vras supplemented by seasonal colrecting.
Recent innovations such as
purp-cutting, mining and guiding that occurred in their subsistence culture also relate to seasonal, mare-oriented activities.
Fish comprises this peopre's basic, continuous
dietary source with whore famiries traditionarly participating in spring runs, 1 1 I
The traditional

rifestyre of the Berens River ojibwa is
filled with social and culturar characteristics that are
rooted in adaptations to the subarctic environment. since
seasonal movements correspond with temperature changes,
fixed settlements have arways been impracticar. The socioculturar system functions primarily in smarr, face-to-face
locarized groups-- comprising the winter hunting groups and
the summer fishing settlements. l I
2

The winter hunting group y¡as an extended family made up

of at reast two married coupres and their children. Each
group vras associated with a hunting territory
system onto
which trespass by others vÍas resented. sizes of such systems depended upon the size of the exproiting group, abunt11 Jack H. Steinbring, "The Lake Winnipeg Saulteaux,"
in
ed. Helm, Subarctic, p. 247.
t12 Hallowell, Contributiong to Anthropoloqv, p. 334.
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dance of game and lopography. previous to the fur trade and

its introduction of a more competitive, individuarized system, where each hunter vras responsibre for his ovrn "debt"
account, ress excrusive rights to these hunting tracts may
have prevailed. 1 1 3 Although territories
wourd have been exproited annuarly, they racked rigid boundaries. It is important to emphasize that fur trade changes did not drasticarry affect seasonal habits of the ojibwa in relation to
their ecologicar environment nor did they arter the generar
sociocultural system.
whire there v¡as no superordinate community organization
in summer fishing settlements, their greater size afforded
opportunities for sociar interaction on a wider scare,
close cooperation existed in economic tasks and the sharing
of food. Each of these summer settrements, as in the case
of winter groups, represented primary functioning units of
Northern ojibwa sociocurtural rife. According to Ha11owe11,
the absence of any revel of supergroup organization and
readership posed major probrems to the Dominion government
when it incruded all rndians of Berens River in a treaty in
1975" 114

Previous to 1875, there yras no tribat or band organization to which the rndians of the Northern ojibwa region ar1
beronged. Locarized groups had functionar autonomy and Har13 Ibid.,
114 Ibid.,
1

p.

337 .

p. 339 "

s0

lowell exprains that the unifying factor among the Indians
of the Berens River region was a "common ringuistic and culturar heritage, rooted in the distant past.'tl 1s Their culturar heritage system incruded a common kinship pattern,
traditional shared values , and a system highrighting rea]
or fictitious J-ineages.
ojibwa culture praces a high value on sharing what one
has with others. I 1 6 rt necessarily forrows that for each
person, the most desirabre state is to be in contror of resources since personal stabitity is symbiotic with the process of sharing.
The abirity to share shows strength and
independence. Therefore, one of the major goals of an indi-

vidual is to be in contror of himself and his destiny so as
not to be controlled by his environment; which consists of
both oLher humans and natural beings or forces that courd
affect one's future, 1 r 7 Northern Àrgonquians appear to resent attempts at controlling others; hence frustration vras
experienced both by rndians confronting the Euro-canadian
social order and by Euro-canadians confronting the rack of
political leadership exerted by Indians.
The bands at

Nerson House, oxford House and cross Lake

can be loosely classed as western woods cree, a term which
encompasses

the Rocky cree of Nerson House, the western

s rbid., p.
1r6
rbid., p.
1

1

r

340.
385.

17 Black Rogers, "Ojibwa Power

Belief Systems," p.

145.
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cree and the strongwoods cree, The fur trade prayed
a larger role in t.he lives of these rndians than in the case
of the Lake winnipeg saulteaux of Berens River. particurarly before the coarition between the Hudson's Bay company and
the North west company in 1821, the cree yrere pressed to increase their take of fur-bearing animars. Eventualry such
exploitation produced severe food shortages which, together
with smarrpox and other epidemics in the rate eighteenth and
early ninet,eenth centuries, srere responsibre f or depopuration.
swampy

The trading monopoly that existed after 1g21 produced an

increased pressure for bands to be localized and oriented to
a specific post; and there is less evidence of individuar or

family . hunt íng/trapping territories. I 1 I Between 1g21 and
1939, there was an increasing use of 1og cabins and by the
end of this period, material culture was al-most sorery Eurocanadian in nature.lle Arthough reserves had been formed between 1875 and 1906, Lhe cree v¡ere able to continue the use
of their traditional territories until the encroachments of
such industries as mining, lumbering and commerciar fishing
operations"

I For further discussion on this see Christopher Hanks,
"Swampy Creer" and James G" E. Smith, "The Weätern Woods
Cree," in ed. HeIm, Subarctic, pp. 2SB-2S9"
11s
Snith, "western Woods Cree, " I). ZSg "
11
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Littre information is availabre on the curture and social
organization of the western woods cree in the eighteenth
century. This is partJ-y due to the flexibility of organízation that existed among them. r 20
Househords probably

consisted of rodges of ten to fourteen reLatives and locar bands were constituted of several
rerated famiries comprising the autumn, winter and spring
hunting group. These bands each had a reader whose skilrs
were based on experience, ability as a hunter and organizer,
and possession of spiritual powers. Any decrease in his
powers prompted his replacement or the dispersar of band
members to other bands. 1 2
1

was an important season sociarry as it was the
time when hunting bands (consisting of two to five men and
famiries) congregated by the shores of a rake to form a regional band (consisting of up to several hundred peopre) who
fished, hunted, traded and formed alriances.l22 rhis seasonar grouping vras the rargest cooperative unit in Northern Àrgonquian Iife.
summer

The kinship system of the western woods cree, based

on

the principre of adaptability, vras a birateral one which arlowed for a maximum of affiliationst
biraterar cross cousin

1

2o r bid.

121 rbid.
1

22 rbid.
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marriages were preferred.

Smith, in his study of the
Western Woods Cree, suggests that such a system "maintained
kinship ties between bands and ensured cooperation when
James

needed.tt123

It is important to note that, âs in the case of the Lake
winnipeg saulteaux, no formar poriticar institutions exist*
ed. The chief lacked consolidative po$¡er and Smith argues
that leaders courd influence but not control individual behaviour.

cree curture in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries
underwent significant changes. The first

of these v¡as the
cessation of communal hunting of big game. rndividuar hunting and trapping $¡ere increasingly carried on by small cooperative groups made up of two to three families rerated
through kinship or marriage. By the early twentieth century, all naLive log communities, existing as base camps, were
oriented to traplines and trading posts or missions. Wit,h
the spread of European technorogy and aÈtendant cash econoñy, (fostered particularly by payments of treaty annuities),
band membership grevr increasingly stable and sedentary, defined also on the basis of t.hose rndians admitted to specific treaties and reserves.

1

23 Ibid. , p. 260.
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Traditional leadership roles declined as the Hudson's Bay
company factor vras the economic authority through his credit
contror. Although chiefs were recognizedror in effect sometimes chosen by the government in the formation of treaties,
their powers limited them to the rore of intermediaries between Euro-canadians and natives.
The method of their selection changed from consensual to erective, and traditional
methods of sociar control yierded to those introduced by
Euro-canadian rndian Àgents, porice and others. As missionary activity fostered increased sedentarization, the mission
comprexes increasingry became the focar points of band rife
(to eventuarry evolve into villages),
and at least nominal
conversion to Christianity occurred.
BERENS RIVER

Berens River,

which came under treaty

5A in 1875, had its

Methodist mission estabrished in 1874. unfortunately information about the community rife on this Reserve before 1g2s
is sparse. The canada sessional papers contain some sketchy
generar reports sent to ottawa by rndian agents who were
anxious to condense as much material as possible into a

short space.

rt is impossibre to rely too crosery upon
these documents for accuracy as most of them were written by
employees of the government who vrere probabry interested in
making themselves look competent and productive to their ottawa employers" However, the reports provide some context
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for other data concerning the day school.124
By 1890, the government and the missionaries had had fifteen years in which to implant themserves and their values

in the Berens River community which was also experiencing
other pressures against its traditional lifestyle.
A Hudson's Bay company post had been established at Berens River
since 1824, arthough records show occupation of the post as
early as 1814 by men sent from the Jack River mouth. 1 25 Government agents and missionaries writing between 1890 and
1925 seemed more criticar in their judgement of the morars
and actions of these rndians than they vlere of bands which
vrere more recently exposed to the full force of Euro-Canadian culture (like the Nelson House band).
The Indians of Berens River during this period confronted
economic changes. Although they stirr reft the reserve for

periods in which they hunted and fished, many depended increasingry upon commerciar industries such as sawmilrs,

fishing companies for emproyment, erected permanent houses, owned cattre, and attempted
to prant gardens on land that h'as never meant for such endeavours (arthough some garden produce was possibre on a
small scale).
cordwood camps and commerciar

124

This also applies in the cases of Oxford House,

House and Cross Lake.
125 HBCA,

Ðistrict Reports,

1805-182S.

NeIson

s6

1890 and 1899 the band experienced hard times"
Fishing had long been the stapre upon which these rndians
depended the most important fish being whitefish,
Iake
trout, pickerel and pike.126 Hunting was also imporÈant to
survivar with moose and caribou heavily reried upon. Drastic depletion in fishing and hunting grounds prompted the
Indian Agent, Ebenezer E. McCoII, to report in 1890 that
now that fishing and hunting grounds are becoming
depleted, Indians (who formerly only cultivated
potatoes) are looking more to the Départment of
Indian Affairs for heIp. r27
Between

The rndian Àgent reports for the foltowing years iltus-

trates the sad state at Berens River. Àngus MacKay in 1891,
described a severe winter and added that although they were
serf-supporting, rndians often did badly, especiarry when
the hunt yielded poor resurts as it did in the winter of
1891. Agricultural endeavours were not producing favourable
results either.
MacKay reported that although the rndians
rdere working hard on their gardens,. "the wooded and rocky
nature of the country impedes farmihg." perhaps the best
indication ?¡e have of the seriousness of this band's condition is the fact that they were putting so much effort into
things which they had hitherto considered to be of ritLre
consequence. rt is possibre that time spent in caring for
126

Smith, "Western woods Cree," p. ZS7.
127 "Report of E. McColI, 1890," Sessional papers, 1Bg2,
vol-. XXIV, Do. 18, p. 202. The "heIp" hé is ref erring
to must have been sought in the form of seed for gardens.
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marginally productive gardensr tâising cattle and obeying
Departmental "sanitary regulations" represented an effort to
please Ottawa and secure more aid.128
Ànother unusually severe winter and a great deal of sickness occurred among the Indians in 1892.12s Many reserves
were adversely affected by these conditions and tension

was

rnounting over fishing rights.

In 1890, Indian Àgent reports
incruded brief mention of the fact that Berens River rndians
were asking f or government aid.
They want,ed to stop the
large numbers of white men from sport fishing in Indian territories and discarding their catches in the bush at a time
when Indian families were starving. tso
In 1893, the Berens River Indians were further angered
over the issue of fishing regulations, deeply resenting the
requirement to obtain Iicences before being able to fish for
domestic purposes.l3r This was a particularly bad year with
another devastating winter, a poor fishing season, a bad epidemic of measles and most cattle dying of disease. Some
starving Indians managed to find work in lumber camps and
miIls.
An example of the typical official response to this
128 t'Report of A. MacKay,

'1891r" Sessional PaÞers, 1892,

no. 0.
1 2e
1892," Sessional Papers,
"Report of A. MacKay,
vol. XXVI , no. 9.
130 "Report of E. McCoII,
1 890 r " Sessional Papers,
vol. XXIV, no. 18, p" 202
131 'rReport of A. MacKay,
1892," Sessional Papers,
voI.

XXV,

'1

1893,
1

891 ,

1

893,

"

vol.

XXVI , noo 9,
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hardship can be found in the report of Superintendent Inspector E. McColl who wrot,e:

In some respects the Indian is superior to the European. His perceptive faculties are wonderfully
developed, nothing escapes the searching glance of
his eagle eye and his memory is so retentive...but
in other respects he is inferior.
His reasoning
power is not of the highest order [i"e. it is different from European "reasoning power"] and it is
therefore most difficult to convince him of anything by argument. He does not possess that energy and perseverance which constitute the mainspring of prosperity...hence he never accumulates
anything beyond his immediate need and is therefore constantly on the verge of st,arvation. The
more assistance rendered him the more helpless and
132
dependent he becomes.

This passage painfurly irlurninates the cultural crash that
occurred continually between white and Cree/Oj¡Awa societies.
Northern ÀIgonquian Indians had buitt a culture inside the parameters of a subsistence economy over several
hundred years. A major premise of such a lifestyle is that
one does not exploit one's environment any more than is necessary for survival.
Building up vast stores for the distant future ruins the delicate environmental balance of the
deceptively indestructible subarctic. The rndians of Berens
River and surrounding areas must have been experiencing a
growing feeling of being backed into a corner. Immersed in
their own deep rooted culture,
they were being driven by
privation to accept the offerings of people who held lhem in
contempt and demanded a dear price in return for their aid--

132 "Report

of E. McCoII, 1893r" Sessional papers, 1894,
vol. XXVII, no. 10, p. 46. Ebeneezer McCoII had evidently been promoted from Indian Agent to Superintendent
Inspector between 1890 and 1893.
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the price of assimilation"
Hunting conditions improved slightly over the last half

of the decade; the Indian Agent reported that moose, caribou
and rabbits hrere available "in fair amounts," although apparently traders were "not paying so we1I.'t133 Fishing continued to be meagre and more Berens River Indians were working in lumber camps, mills and fisheries.
Health was poor
and Indians were ravaged by scrofula and tuberculosis.
the Sessional papers published in 1900 mentioned poor health among the Berens River
Indians whose principal occupations were listed as "hunting,
fishing and gardening"; the report noted a "fair amount" of
game and fur bearing animals. The Agent commended the band
for their "s¡arm comfortabre very clean buirdings" and their
"marked progress" in becoming industrious, Lemperate and
self-sustaining" 1 3a
The Indian Agent's report in

Unfortunately, Methodist missionary sources are not particularly forthcoming on the matter of Berens River community life in the 1890s. The reports in the Annual Report of
the Miqsionarv Societv of the Methodist Churchlss made only
brief mention of additions to the Church. In 1897, for ex133 "Report of A.

vol.

MacKay,

1

896,

r no " 14 "
134
"Report of L. J. Levesque,
1900, vol. XXXIV, no. 14"
13

XXXI

s (united Church Archives,
Northwestern Ontario)

.

" Sessional Papers,
1

899,

1897

,

" Sessional Papers,

Conference of Manitoba and
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ample, J. À. McLachlan, the missionary at Berens River
wrote, "Last winter this mission enjoyed a gracious revival
during which most of our young people professed conversion.rt136 These reports are too sketchy to be of much usei
and further each missionary seemed anxious only to make the
most of any examples of "progress" rather than present a
full account. Finally, we do not know the extent to which
editors of the printed texts cut or reshaped material"
Indians at Berens River became increasingly involved in commercial industries. The Reverend
Inspector John Semmens reported in 1902 that the Indians of
the Berens River band were
in excellent condition due to the good fishing industry and extensivel 37lumber interests of Captain
Robinson of SeIkirk.
Noting that most Indians were connected with one or the other of these pursuits, he listed the Dominion Fish Company,
the Northern Fish Company, Ewing and Fryer, and the J. K"
McKenzie Fish Company as dominating the fishing industry"
Between 1900 and 1925

136 "Report of J.

À. McLachlan, 1897-8," Annua1 Report of
Missionarv Society, p. xlix.

137 "Report of John Semmens, 1901," Sessional Papers, 1902,
vol. XXXVI, no. 1. Rev. John Semmens began his work in
northern Manitoba as a Methodist missionary and vrent on
to become Inspector of Indian Àgencies for the Department of Indian Affairs.
He vlas in a rare position of
understanding the aims and philosophies of both the government and the Missionary Society.
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1900 and 1917 (when individual reports were no
Ionger included in the Sessional Papers), accounts generally
agreed that the "moral standards" of the Berens River Indians "could be better.rt Criticism was moderate however. The
Indians of this reserve seemed to be on an even keel; fishing and freighting for the Hudson's Bay Company in summer,
hunting and trapping in the winter.
It would seem that
whatever passive resistance existed in the 1890s (such as
putting IittIe
effort into agricultural endeavours and the
maintenance of buildings and rivestock and the retention of
a nomadic lifestyle) faded over years of privation. Government officials
still
complained that "these Indians
[appliedl very littIe energy to cultivating the ground" and
that "their other occupations take them avray every year when
they should be at home looking after their garden plot.rr138
The following assessment made in 1 905 may contain some accuracy, however:
The Indians here are an intelligent lot and have
largely adopted methods of the white man in manner
of 1iving....
They make progress with hardly any
help from the governme¡¡.1 3s
Between

The last statement holds the key.

The Indians of Berens

River had been "wards" of the Dominion government since 187s
and were faced with the problem of increasing food shortages. White men were permanent "fixtures" and the cards of
138 "Report of S. J. Jackson, 1904," Sessional Papers, 1905,
vol. XXXIX, no. 11, p. 118.
13s "Report of NeiI Gilmour, 1905," Sessional Papers, 1906n
voI. XL, no. 12.
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povrer were stacked in their favour.
It seems clear that
these Indians chose to take in stride those Euro-Canadian
institutions that were unavoidabte and move on within the
new white world.
They participated in commercial industries, erected permanent buildings and raised stock with
fhis put them in control of these endeavours to a
dignity.
Iarge extent and removed them from an intolerable position
of pauperism and helplessness.
CROSS LAKE

Cross Lake,

which like Berens River came under treaty in
1875, was without an ordained resident missionary untir the

coming of native Methodist preacher Edward paupanekis in
1895.14o Its community development vras extremely similar to
that of the Berens River band with the notable exception
that there vras markedly better fishing at Cross Lake. The
Cree of this community seem to have come to terms with
changing conditions and the continual, intrusive presence of
the white man in the same manner--not endeavouring to "become white" but learning to survive in a foreign game that
could only be played by white man's rules. Besides showing
the patronizing manner and lack of respect typical of EuroCanadian attitudes toward natives at this time, the following document helps illustrate the state of these Indians.
In 1915, Inspector J. R. Bunn reported that the (unnamed)
r

4

o Gaudin, Fortv-Four Years. Edward Paupanekis was converted at Norway House by Methodist missionary Egerton
Ryerson Young.
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Cross Lake Chief

was

upset--he said it was very difficult for the band
to make a living this winter with prices of fur so
low and no labour to be had. I pointed out that
if only they had been diligent and energetic...Lhey would not have any destitution.
I told
them there is plenty of Labour in the Mission and
the Department wasn't going to help anyone who was
Lazy and did not make an effort.lal
Trapped by poor economic conditions and dependent on Ot-

tawa for aid, the Indians had no choice but to at least passively go through the motions of cooperation with white dic-

tums.

The mission "Labour" during the winter probably
consisted of janitorial and other jobs which yrere not suited

to Cree skills or interests.
Between 1900 and 1925, t,he
Cross Lake band, âs in the case of Berens River Indians,
were sufficiently acculturated to operate at some level
within parameters set by Euro-Canadians.
OXFORD HOUSE

The oxford House and Nerson House bands provide interesting

contrasts with the previous bands and each other. Although
a Methodist mission was established at Oxford House by native preacher Henry B. Steinhauer in 1848, the band did not
enter into a treaty with the Dominion government until 1908.
The oxford House bandr unrike the Berens River and cross
Lake bands,

is the result of historic late eighteenth and early nineteenth century interaction between the fur
trade and native groups and was not an in s:itu
141 PÀM, RG10, DrA, vol.6230,

FiIe 508-1, part

1.
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development of the aboriginal population. r42

This band is a dramatic historical example of Indian/white
contact in the fur trade era. Àfter Oxford House was established in 1798 as a Hudson's Bay Company suppty depot,1a3 a
symbiotic relationship emerged between the company and the
Cree who began to focus their activities upon the post.
After three decades of mutual dependence, the relationship shifted to place the traders in a dominant position.
ÀIthough the Cree had not lost their land by the 1820s,
years of intense contact with the Europeans had rendered
them increasingly dependent on European provisions.
Àfter
the fur trade monopoly in 1821, the situation worsened t,o
the point where Indians were bound to the post by debt" The
Oxford House Cree grevr increasingly specialized in trapping
(in order to meet their advances) and paid less attention to
the requirements of survival. The upshot was increasing dependence on Euro-Canadians during the nineteenth century
(especiarry after 1821). rnvorved in the fur trade (oxford
House was Head Post in the district by the 1890s), the economic base of these Cree was affected by the decrease of
furs. laa While this case is similar to the situations of
Cree Indians at other Hudson's Bay Company posts, Christo142 Hanks, "Swampy Creertt p. 103.
143 This is because of the need

for native labour in transporting goods to and from the interior via the Hayes
River

"

144 PÀM, HBcÀ, J"

K.

McDona1d,

port, 1891," a156/e/12,

"Oxford House District Re-
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pher Hanks maintains thaL the decrine was made more devas*

tating for the cree at oxford House due to their heavy dependence on the fur trade and their large population.las
The 1891 district

report by J. K" McDonard, chief Factor
of the post, supports Hanks' concrusions and further irruminates the subordinate position of the cree t,here as werl as
the conditions under which they lived.
Live stock lsic] decreased 25eo and a further decrease on that remaining wiIl take place this
FalI....
There are Less opportunities of showing
a favourable result at this post than at the others..".
It has not such a good Fur country surrounding it, while the men are not such good hunters, a very great many of them having been brought
up as labourers, runners, etc. employment of this
sort, which used to be had is nolr aII but gone,
and the only resource left them is the hunt at
which many of them are not skilfull.
This supports the earrier concrusion regarding the oxford
House crees' specialization in narrow areas.
Towards the
end of the nineteenth century, ress attention $ras paid to
such requirements of survival as hunting; the generation occupying the post in 1890 seem to have rargery lost touch
with the art"r46
rn his contribution to the Annuar Report of the Missionarv societv of the Methodist church, F. G. stevens wrote of
the Oxford House Indians in 1898:

14s Hanks, "Swampy Cree," p. 111.
146 PÀM, HBCA, J. K. McDonald,

port, 1890," a156/e/12.

"Oxford House District Re-
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Here we find

a people sunken to what seems to us
almost the last stages of 1ife, both temporal and
spiritual.
We say sunken f or vre believe it s¡as
not always so at Oxford Lake. Great changes have
come to our people "
They are on the verge of
starvation and general destitution and this seems

to affect their spiritual Iife. 1 a7
This is one of the earliest significant
pertaining to these Indians.

Methodist records

Most documents concerning this band allude to their des-

perate state. For example , a letter to the Department of
Indian Affairs dated 1880, possibly from the chief, las requested a treaty since
the Indians, who are unable to help themselves are
in a worse state than formerly when they received
gratgities from the honourable Hudson's Bay CompanY'r4s

In 1891, another letter to Ottawa, this time from Indian
Agent Angus MacKay, discussed the wish of Oxford House Indians to come under a treaty:
"They complain of being very
poor and plead for help from the Queen."lso Tn 1902, Rev.
John Semmens wrote to the Department, stating that the Oxford House Indians great,ly desired a treaty with the government on the basis of

147 "Report of F.

G. Stevens,
Missionarv Society, p. xIix.

1897-98," AnnuaI Report of

148 The name vras torn of f the document.
14s St. PauI's College, Uoiversity of Manitoba, RG 10, BIack
Series, voL" 3722, file 24,161"

lso rbid., 2 November

1891.
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1

)

the poverty of the people compared with

those under treaty.

2) the remoteness of their country from present
Iines of trade making it impossible to earn anything and occasioning high prices of life's necessities and an utter scarcity of the best, most desirable clothing.l5l
Ðespite the fact that several Oxford House Indians died of
starvation in the winter of 1901,ts2 the Department made the
same reply that it gave the Chief in 1880: the Oxford House
Indians were well located since they dwelt on land that yras
too poor to attract Euro-Canadian settlement.
Therefore
there was no reason to remove the Oxford House Indian title
and no need for a treaty with this band.ls3
Despite a scarcity of sources, these few pieces of correspondence allow certain conclusions. The Oxford House band
was experiencing poverty and dependence in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. Further, the Ðepartment

of Indian Affairs disregarded the band's problems. It can
be suggested that Ottawa was selective in its professions of
paternalistic interest in the welfare of its "Indian children. " The Berens River and Cross Lake bands had been moved
into a reserve situation because their land vras desirable
and in exchange the government professed a commitment t,o
their welfare. The Oxford House Indians possessed nothing
which the government wanted, hence their poverty yras disrel

s

i Ibid.

152 rbid.
1s3 Ibid.
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garded. Alexander Sutherland received the following typical
reply when he wrote to Ottawa in 1901 asking that the Oxford
House school be opened:
"We have had no record of any
school returns for twenty-five years and as these Indians
are outside the treaty.".no provisions can be made.r'154
The Oxford House band finally

entered into a treaty with
the Dominion in 1908. The period from 1908 to 1915 showed

signs of rapid "white" community development, perhaps facilitated by the fact that the band had originated because of
white activity,
had been in contact with Euro-Canadian culture for several generations, had become dependent upon European technology and had become impoverished. In December,
1910, Oxford House Chief Jeremiah Chubb and Councillors
(Robert Chubb and James Natlaway) wrote to the Department,
signing their names with an 'X'.
They were anxious to acquire a school house t a teacher, a resident doctor, ("a
great number of our people are sick and we have many deaths
and a number of lives could be saved if y¡e had a Doctor
here") cattle, ten scythes and ten hay forks, sa$¡s to build
v¡ood houses, twenty spades, t,wenty hoes, and garden
seeds.

1

ss

This is not to imply that the Oxford House Indians "became white."
It rather illustrates the ylay in which this
particular group coped with their changing environment. It
154 PAM, RG 1A,

1ss Ibid.

DIA, vol. 6242, file 530-5, part 1.
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their endeavours to recover from their sharp fall,
which was different from the gradual decline that occurred
in the lives of the Berens River and Cross Lake bands.
shows

By 1914, the Oxford House Indians were engaging in
freighting in the summer and hunting and trapping in the
winter. They had very few permanent buildings: living in
tents in the summer and camps in the winter may have contributed to their increasingly improved health. Àlthough
they were assessed by the Indian Àgent as being temperate
and good workers, they were also frowned upon for not being
moralistic and taking no thought of the morrow.l56 These Indians were obviously no white men,
NELSON HOUSE

The "chief characteristic" Iisted for

the NeIson House band
in 1914 by the Indian Àgent v¡as independence.l5T This term
is extremely representative of the character of their community life from 1890 to 1925, À Methodist mission v¡as opened
at Ne1son House by the Rev. John Semmens in 1874. The band
entered into a treaty with the government in 1 908 "
As in the case of Oxford House, the Sessional Papers contain almost no references to Nelson House. Some shreds of
information drawn from the Department of Indian Àffairs Re-

s6 'rReport of J. G. Stewart , 1914," Sessional Papers,
voI. XLVIII, no. 23, p. 1 03.
1 57
Ibid.
l

1
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5,
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cords and the memoirs of S. Ð. Gaudin, Methodist missionary

at Nelson House from 1891 to 1906, are useful in allowing a
partial reconstruction of Nelson House community Iife as it
existed from 1890 to 1925.
The Nelson House band is unique among the four cases
studied here. These Indians nere stiIl making a good living
from the hunt between 1890 and 1920. Consequently, there
are several references made by teachers and missionaries to
their excellent health and pleasant attitudes toward t,he
Euro-Canadian presence on the reserve. Of the Berens River,
Cross Lake, Oxford House and Nelson House Indians, the last
were the most untouched by Euro-Canadians, the most unaffected by white ways and the most independent of Euro-Canadian technology. They were in an economic position that allowed them to maintain a large degree of freedom to live
their life in traditional fashion"
Perhaps this is why white nurses, teachers, missionaries

and Indian Agents found this band to be so amiable. They
were not ravaged by starvation.
They vrere in a position of

retaining

much

of their Indian lifestyle.

This is not to say that Euro-Canadian culture had no effect on Nelson House citizens.
The band seems to have been
supportive of the school ðn the reserve, sending their children to learn reading and writing whenever the family was
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living in the vicinity. l s8 It is of great significance that
the band returned to the mission every summer since traditionally Cree Indians were wont to form a regional band on
the shore of a lake each summer. This congregating around
the mission post shows the influence of white involvement in
the local Cree culture.
It is also significant that Nelson House Indians used the
Euro-Canadian nurse on the reserve instead of relying so1ely
on the medicine man. S. D. Gaudin maintained that the Indians frequently required the services of his wife once they
"learned that the lady of the mission fields vras a skillful
doctor/nurse.rrlss It would also seem that the Nelson House
Indians Ìrere not averse to including missionaries in at
least a few areas of problem solving. As Gaudin recorded,
Somet. imes di f f icult s i tuat ions vrere brought bef ore
me to be straightened out such as trouble between
a husband and wi f e.
There vras no tr ibunal Lo
which they could bring their difficulties
and so
they appealed to their missionary. 1 6o
Existing documents illustrate the effects of vrhite cuIture on these Indians, yet show that the band was also fairIy immersed in Indian vrays, not driven to take up agriculture nor to reduce its trapping areas. In his report of 2
158 For more information on

this, see Chapter IV, below.
rss Gaudin, Fortv*Four Years, p. 64.
16o Ibid., p. 30. Of course it is impossible to discern how
often this kind of situation occurred. Was it representative of everyday lif e around the mission or yras it a
case of Gaudin writing under the hopeful illusion that
he lras a guiding light?
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November, 1909, John Semmens, Inspector of Indian Àgencies,

wrote:

It should be explained that many of the men of
this band are hunters who do not locate near the
mission or for that. matter anywhere else" They
are moving from one place to the other and are
known as "Wood Indiansr" men who live in their
tents and take their families with them and spend
only a short time in the summer at the Hudson Bay
Post or near one of the mission stations.161
Writing of the period 1892-1906, Gaudin described the Indians of Nelson House as being "above a1t else trappers."
Many vrere "great hunters.rt1 6 2 In his descriptions of band
life among these Indians however, Gaudin also shows that
Euro-Canadian culture had crept into the lives of these people. By 1892, the hunt,ers had long been accustomed to the
Hudson's Bay Company system of giving debt. As wel1, from
mid-June to mid-August, the Company employed NeIson House
men to freight supplies from Norway House via York boats"
Of their work Gaudin said:
no man ever did such heavy work for such comparatively small pay as did these Nelson House men on
t,heir f reighting trips....
Talk about Lazy Indians? Even novr it makes me indignan¡.163
Gaudin also noted the good health,

fr iendly aLtitude and
economic independence of this band. 'rEverything is pleasant
in our work..n." he wrote in his contribution to the Annual
Report of the Missionarv Societv of the Methodist Church in
161 PÀM, RG 10, DrA,
1

6

vo].

2 Gaudin, Fortv-Four @,

r63 rbid", p" 77"

6240,

file 527-1, part

p. 76.
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904-5.

The people have done well supplying wood for the
school and church though they have been intensely
busy in their own work and doing well.
Our sermons are well attended and people...at least ap-

pear to be interested.

1

54

frequently mentioned instances when NeIson
House Indians generously donated money and furs for the
church.l6s This reflects both a favourable financial state
for the Ne1son House band and a good relationship with the
Methodists; the Iatter possibly occurring because of the
Gaudin also

former.

In a report to Ottawa in 1913, the Nelson House teacher,
Rev. Henry T. Wright, complained about the fact that
the teacher is left alone on the reserve over half
the time lbecause]...at the last of March, all Indians leave the village, first spring hunt then
they return for a few weeks, unLil treaty is paid,
then the men work in boats for the Hudson's Bay
Company, the women and children all Leave for the
fishing grounds, returning, just long enough to
take their faII outfit, then they all leave here,
some to return, about the first of November, and
others not until near Christmas.... The children
are always clean and well clothed.r66
This poorly written letter,
besides reveaJ-ing something
about the competence of the writer, indicates that in 1913,
Nelson House Indians were stiIl largely J-iving as Indians"
Rev. Wright must have been a poor teacher judging by the
facts that his letter was badly written and he v¡as obviously
4 AnnuaI Report of Missionarv Societv, p. xxii.
I 6 s Gaudin, Fortv-Four Years, pp" 120-123.
r

6

166 PAM,
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less successful than his predecessors in drawing students to
the schooL during the summer, when most families vrere on the
reserve. The fact that their children were well cl-othed
suggests that they were successful in their endeavours.
In 1919, ÀIice H. Jackson, a missionary nurse who had
worked with the Nelson House band for seven years, wrote to
the Department
I...am leaving here the first of June for rest and
a change....
I have enjoyed my vrork among the
Nelson House Indians, have found them kind and
grateful for the assistance given. I believe they
are the most healthy Band of Indians I have met in
my 22 years of service.r6T
3

Perhaps the most revealing document regarding the situ-

ation of the Nelson House Indians is the report of Indian
Àgent James Graham Stewart (former Hudson's Bay Company officer) for 1912. He attributed the band's excellent health
to their tent homes, which were used summer and winter.
Listing their occupations as "freighting in the summer by
canoes and York boats and trapping in the wint,er, " Stewart
described them as temperate people possessing qood morals.168 It is almost unheard of to find a report in the Sessional PaÞers which is uncomplaining about Indian morals.
This "morality" sras possibly due in part to a lack of white
corruptive elements in the environment of the NeIson House
Indians, and the health, prosperity and evident satisfaction
67 Ibid.
168 "Report of J. G. Stewart, 1911," Sessional Papers, 1912,
vol" XLVIII, no" 23, p. 102"
f
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which were part of their lives.

Chapter IV
THE INDIÀN DAY

THE FORMÀTION OF THE DAY

SCHOOLS

SCHOOLS

To set scenes for study, it

is necessary to establish what
the schools of Berens River, Cross Lake, Oxford House and
Nelson House vrere actually like in appearance" In the case
of Berens River, the Department of Indian Àffairs records
provide a rather l;.azy view. It seems to have been assumed
that the condition of the school was either well known and
taken for granted or not cared about. Superiors within the
Department for the most part, seem to have had too much work
to do to establish a clear mental picture of some t,iny
school in the middle of nowhere.
Berens River school records begin around

1
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0 and we have

reports of Indian Agents.l6s Early clues to the
deplorable condition of the building can be found in repeated pleas for a new school house. The school was not accessible to many students on the reserve since it was not situated in the middle of the property but rather off to one
side. However, a letter written in 1936 provides the best
some sketchy

16e For example,
Bunn is brief

the report written in 1912 by Inspector
and unrevealing--Berens River school is
"satisfactory." Another typical report was submitted in
1915 by Inspector Carter--work in the school v¡as "good."
See: PÀM, RG 10, DIA, voI. 6227, file 500-1, part 2,
-
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picture of the condition of the school building. Writing to
the Minister of the Interior,
Reverend J. W. Niddrie expla i ned :

Twenty years ago, the Indian Department created a
schoolhouse here 20' x 30' with logs for foundation and no concrete. Walls yrere of siding outside and unseasoned rough lumber inside. Building
paper (Iong since rotten and eaten by mice) was

put between.... For nearly 20 years our children
have eaten their meals on the same desk as they
study on. Children roast and freeze at the same
time....
The foundation is rotten and the walls
are giving wây, having been held together for some
time by an iron rod across the inside.rTo
Dissatisfaction with the day school itself appears in the
records as early as 1907. There seems to have been a great
desire for the formation of a boarding school on the reserve. Inspectors and teachers were vocal about this--and
so were the Indians them.selves. Three years after a 1907
report by Inspector Reverend John SemmenslTl a letter was
forwarded to Ottawa signed with an'X'by Chief Jacob Berens
and his two councillors:
WiIliam Everitt and James McDonaId.
The day school at Berens River,

and councillors'

according to the chief's

was not fulfilling
the Indians'
needs. The community wanted a boarding school:
Fishing and hunting, the occupations we make our
Iiving, takes so many of us away--sometimes for
months at a time, that our children have no chance
letter,

o i bid.
17 1 He strongly advised
"discontinuance of schools of day
school class and substitution of boarding schools" "
PAM, RG 10, DIA, vol. 6227, file 500-1, part 2.
17
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to attend the school regularly.
In winter, the
most distant from the school are often deterred
from attending. For 18 years we have been agitating for a boarding school. Even so long ago vre
realized the need. Ànd now we feel it more than
ever before.172
The letter went on to assure unanimous support of the Indi-

ans for such a school and emphasized the fact that the band
was willing to devote 160 acres of land to the site of a nevr
school. Of interesL is the stress the letter places on requesting that any new boarding school be run "under the aus-

pices of the Methodist Church." It is possible that the
Methodists were influential in the actual typing of the letter (since the signatures were signed with an'x') and it is
doubtful that the rndians actuarly composed the letter themselves. However, since the chief was a Methodist, it is not
surprising that he should want a nes¡ school which wourd be
affiliated with this denomination. we will never be certain
of how strongly the band reaIly felt about the plans for a
boarding schooI.173

Did the chief and councillors know what they were signing? Is it possible that the Berens River Indians were so
convinced of the "superiority" of white man's education that
they would plan to discontinue teaching their chirdren the
skills of hunting and fishing in the wilderness--so vitar
for survival? tt is probable, given the nature of the Ber-

17

2 I bid.

17

3 This school vras never built as it was blocked for years
by the government unt.il the idea died in frustration,
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ens River community at this time,

that the Indians of this
band realized that white men and their ways yrere to be a
permanent fixture in their lives.
Consequently a boarding
school on the reserve itself might have been seen as a means
of allowing children to attend school and allowing parents
to get on with making a living in the bush. Àt the same
time, children would be in close proximity to parents. This
point is significant âs, in his report for 1895, Indian
Àgent A. MacKay mentioned that the Indians of Cross Lake and
Berens River were "aII being told that they should send
their children to the Brandon Industrial school but they
won't." The Brandon school vras over 200 miles to the southwest and parents had no desire to be thus separated from
their children. l7a WhiIe white men may have conceived of
boarding or industrial schools as the most effective means
of assimilation, it seems clear that Indians viewed them as,
at best, a convenient means of coping with Euro-Canadian demandslTs and had no tasLe for sending children great distances to attend them.
Poor school buildings rùere typical

of all reserves studied with the exception of Oxford House, which had none. Indians there began appealing to the government for a school
174 "Report of A. McKay, 1895," Sessional Papers,

XXIXr Do. 14"

17

1

896, vol.

5 Berens River and Cross Lake Indians had undoubtedly
learned that satisfying Euro-Canadian wishes to some degree was useful in obtaining aid during bad winters and
poor hunting or fishing seasons.
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in 1 91 0. By 1912, when existing Department of Indian
Àffairs records for this reserve end, there vras sti11 no
school building at Oxford House.176 Cross Lake School files
contain many references to the rundoÌrn condition of that
school between 1900, when records begin, and 1925.177
The Methodists began fresh agit,ation for a day school at

a Departmental correspondence contains numerous exchanges between the Rev. Alexander SutherIand and J. D. McLean. In 1899 McLean explained Lhat
there are 115 Roman CaLholic children Iin the Nelson House area] and the Anglicans already have six
schools around the Hudson's Bay district of Mooso-

NeIson House in

1

999.

tz

nee,

concluding that one more day school added to the area, Methodist or otherwise, would be a waste.l7s Sutherland replied
that there were already 80 Methodist children who would attend a day school under the auspices of that church. In

1900 the Methodists went ahead and established a school
17

6

PAM, RG 10, ÐIA,
530-1, part 1.

177 PÀM, RG 10, DTÀ,

voI. 6242, file 530-5, part 1¡ and file

vol. 6230, file 508-1, part 1.
17 8 Methodist interest in
schooling at NeIson House goes
back to the 1860s and 70s, when the local convert, Sandy
Hartie (taught by Egerton Ryerson Young), began teaching
his people there in the 1870s. Correspondence with Ottawa ebbed during the last decade of the century, until
1899, when it increased again.
17e Moosonee is entirely irrelevant to the Nelson House
area--being hundreds of miles to the southeast. Mclean
must have observed the locations in question on a map
and misjudged the vast distance between them. It is another example of the Ottawa bureaucratic workers' Iack
of underst,anding of the territory (not to mention situations and people) of the north.
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without a grant.

Classes were held in the churchlso until

a grant of 150 dollars to build
a nevr schoolhouse with the dimensions of sixteen feet by
twenty-four ¡u"¡.181 By 1912, however, this building was in
poor shape and basically undesirable. The Indian Agent reported "The school at this [reserve] is a very poor building. It is far too small for the number of children that
could go to school. rr 1 I2
1904 when Ottawa gave Gaudin

As in the case of Berens River, t,he Nelson House band expressed a desire for a boarding school. On 26 Augusl 1907,
Chief Joseph Hartie183 and two Nelson House band council-

lors, Murdock Hartie and Peter Moose, wrote to the Minister
of the Interior.
They had heard there were going to be
treaty negotiations in the near future and that one crause
wourd dear with education. At a council meeting it had been
decided that they should ask for a boarding school to be
built on their reserve.
The work done in the past in our day school has
been f aithf uI.
But in t,he f ace of the best ef forts, the Day School has proved...a most inefficient factor from an educational point of view.
This school has been centrally localed but this is
180

181

This building, which was not equipped for schooling,
possessing no desks nor blackboard, was cold and uncomfortable.
It took two stoves to heat it and the missionary, S. D. Gaudin, often found it difficult to get
much help with hauling wood fuel.
PAM, RG 10, DIA, vol. 6241, file 527-5, part 1.

182 I þ1cl .
183

Joseph Hartie ylas a close relative of Nelson House Chief
Sandy Hartie.
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of very little real assistance. The dwellings are
so scattered that it is hard to get to them in
winter. The Day School can only be kept open in
winter as Iittle children are not allowed to cross
the lake in bark canoes. OnIy a few children of
school age are around during the months when the
school is open. Their fathers are hunters and the
hunting grounds are miles away and they take their
children with them. l 8a
This letter reveals the extent to which the traditionat culture v¡as imbedded in the Nelson House band's lifestyle;
it
contrasts sharply with the situation at Oxford House where
trapping areas had, by this time, shrunk to the degree thaL
men often did not leave the post at all. r I s
The council-Iors' appeal seems to have an explanation sim-

ilar to the Berens River Indians' appeal for a boarding
school. The day school $¡as cold, poorly equipped, difficult
to reach in f.reezing winters when young children were forced
to cross the lake and impossible to reach in summer. parents yrere undoubtedly receiving pressure from Indian Àgents
and missionaries to ensure that their children attended
school and it is probable that they desired their children
to be literate. Proof of this can be found in a letter from
Chief Patrick Constant of the Pas Indian Reserve dated 2 Àugust 1924, and written on behalf of the Nelson House Indians
who apparently still desired a boarding school:
They realize the importance of having their children educated and find the day school does not in
any way supply this need.
They want their children well educated so they can go out and take up
184
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their place earning a Iivelihood among the white

peop1e....186

It would appear that these Indians believed that with the
prospect of survival from the hunt diminishing it would one
day be necessary for their children to venture into the
world of the white man. If a day school would not teach
children to deal with encroaching Euro-Canadian culture,
perhaps a boarding school would. The Cree probably saw such
a school as a simple solution to the problem. They undoubtedly did not realize that the main intention behind these
schools was t,o rid children of every shred of Indian culture
Lhey possessed.

1
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INDIAN INVOLVEMENT IN THE SCHOOLS
We

have very few cl-ues about exactly how important the is-

sues of day schools and white education were to parents

on

the Berens River, Cross Lake, Oxford House and NeIson House
reserves. The records contain almost no input from natives"
It is also dangerous to rely to any great degree on EuroCanadian reports of how the Indians reaIIy felt on any given
issue. Often such reports vrere products of frustration and
misunderstanding about Indian vrays. Some reports regarding
the Indians'wishes may also have been contrived in hopes of
swaying Ottawa's opinion" An example of this appears in
186 PAM, RG 10, ÐIA, vol" 6240, file 527-1,
't87 See Gresko, "white 'Rites' and Indian

part

1.

'Rites'r" for
excellent discussion of Indian boarding schools"

an
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John W. Niddrie's report to Ottawa of 31 December, 1910:

These [Oxford House] people are weII disposed towards education and would welcome anything done in
the line of education in the rising generation....188

Niddrie to be completely innocent of "using" Indian opinion to influence Ottawa to support Methodist
work financially"

we cannot assume

The letters from the Ne1son House and Berens River bands

regarding boarding schools are some of the few extant exam-

ples of direct Indian involvement. Even they, at course,
cannot be taken at face va1ue. Their authors may not have
had complete understanding of what the presence of a boarding school would do to their community, especially in the
case of the Nelson House band which had been so removed from
such issues. We do not know, either, to what extent they
reflected committed conviction or missionary manipulation"
In the case of Oxford House another example of Indian involvement exists in the form of the letter written to ottawa
in 1910 asking for the erection of a school. lss Cross Lake
affords no examples of Indian involvement. This band's attitude toward white educational attempts and the Methodist
day school is only hinÈed at in the repeated references to
Lhe lack of interest that the rndians disprayed toward such
matters.ls0 The picture painted is one of ambivalence at
188 PAM, RG 10, DIA, vol. 6242,
18s See Chapter I I I above.

lso PAM, RG 10,
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most.

The records afford only one other example of the expres-

sion of native opinion. This incident occured in 1917 when
Chief Jacob Berens of Berens River apparently expressed the
desire to have a new teacher appointed following the resignation of the former teacher, MF. Percy Jones. The chief
requested that the nevr teacher be experienced and preferably
o1der. The next teacher hired--extremely quickly--was an
older widow.ls1 It may be a litt1e more than coincidental
that Lhe Chief's request for an "older" teacher lras fi1led
so quickly.
It is possible that the Methodists intended to
hire an order vroman and encouraged this communication from
the chief .1s2 It must also be remembered that, in t,his case,
the chief's wishes were conveyed to the Department through
the Inspector of Indian Àgencies (Sunn). Jacob Berens did
not write a letter himself or sign an rrXw on any document.
Perhaps the fact that active

Indian involvement in the
schoors was rare is indicative of the attitudes of these
bands toward Euro-canadian educational efforts.
The record
allows us few concrete insights into the corrective minds of
the Indians and so it is necessary to read between the
Iines. Poor1y built as they were, none of the schools studlsr

10, DIA, vol. 6227, file 500-1, part Z. Unfortunately, records do not reveal the name of this teacher
nor t,he extent of her experience in the area.
1s2 This whole episode provoked much disturbance since the
Department had not even been aware of the fact that Mr.
Jones had ever resigned.
PAM, RG
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ied ever "mysteriously" burned down--holJever, every year
several reguests vrere made f or panes of grass. windows lrere
clearly being broken; perhaps accidentally or by students of
the schools, perhaps in the cases of Berens River, Cross
Lake and Nelson House, by students from Roman Catholic
schools which r.rere in f ierce, bitter competition with Methodist schools.
ATTENDANCE

one of the best clues we have regarding just how the schools

fitted into the Indian world on the reserves is attendance"
over the years, teachers vrere rewarded with higher sararies
if they could keep up attendance figures.le3 Inspectors' reports for schools contain numerous references to poor attendance in the day school-s. The Methodists tried numerous
schemes to get more chirdren to school--everything from
serving a midday meal to, in the case of Berens River, begging the government for horses and a sreigh to transport
children. l sa ottawa's position was clear:
no extra money
was to be spent to induce attendance. In 1931, an excel-rent
expression of the Departmental attitude s¡as communicated to
the Methodists:

'Is3 rt must be remembered, however, that poor
attendance vlas
a probrem throughout Manitoba schoors from 1890 until
the estabrishment of compursory education. poor attendance was not confined to rndian schools. see wirson,

of Education," p. 426.
RG 10, DrAr vo1" 6227, file 500-1, part

"DevelopmenÈ
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If the Department is going to furnish money for a
school, the least the parents can do is take responsibitity to see that their children attend.le5
Berens River teachers and inspectors lamented the poor

attendance between 1890 and 1925.

"Very irregular attendancer"ls6 reported Indian Àgent A. MacKay in 1894. A frustrated Rev. Thomas Neville reported to the Ànnual Report, of
the Missionarv Societv of the Methodist Church in 1905,
"Schools on the Reserve...seem to be a failure. Children do
not attend.... rr 1 e7 It is interesting that Indian Agents attributed any increases in attendance at Berens River to the
teacher. E. McCo11, the Inspector of Indian Agencies, wrote
of the Berens River teacher (unnamed) in 1901 that "The
large attendance she has is an evidence of their [the Indians' ] apprec iat ion of her . rt 1 e
8

Records referred frequently to poor attendance at the
Cross Lake day school" Once again attendance appeared to be
linked to teaching quality.
In 1890, the Indian Àgent from
Cross Lake reported that the school there eras doing bad1y,
owing in great measure to the small and irregular
attendance of the pupils, partly in consequence of
the indi f f erent and perf unctory manner of t,he
les ibid.
1s6 "Report of À.

MacKay,

vol. XXVII, no. 10.

1

1s7 "Report of Thomas Neville,

893,

" Sessional Papers,

1894,

1 905, " Annual Report of Missionarv Societv, p. xxiv.
1s I
"Report of E. McCoIl, 1 901 , " Sessional PaÞers, 1902,
vol" XXXV, Do. 11.
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teacher.

1

ss

"Very irregular

attendance" was reported by Cross Lake in

1892.20o IÈ is interesting to

note that after another bad
attendance report for the cross Lake school submitted by the
Indian Agent in 1909,2ot the report for 1911 vras markedty
improved with the cause novr being attributed to a good
teacher. C. C" Calverley wrote that
The day school is well attended. The parents are
interested in the school and they have a very good
teacher. The result is very satisfactory.2o2
Nerson House seems to have shared the Berens River and

Cross Lake day schools' poor attendance records.

The re-

cords are fiIled with complaints. For example, in 1913 the
teacher, Rev. Henry T. Wright, wrote:
There are 45 pupils on the roII....
The children
live far from the school, attendance is very irregular and anything but punctual.2o3

oxford House records are the most brief and unrevearing
of any of the four day schools studied. Very 1ittle attention seems to have been paid to this band, members of which
were largely reft on their ovrn to sink or swim in their desles

"Report of
vol. XXIIr
2oo "Report of
vol. XXVI ,

E. McCoII,
Do. 18.

1

890,

" Sessional papers,

1

891 ,

A. MacKay, 1892," Sessional papers, '1893,
no. 9.
20 1 Sessional Papers, 1 909, vol. XLI I I
, no. 1 S.
202 "Report of C. C. Calverley, 1910," Sessional papers,
1911, vol. XLIV, no.17.
203 PAM, RG 10, DIA, vol. 6240, file 527-1, part 1.
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perate struggle against poverty.
It is significant that
there is armost no mention of attendance probrems occurring
because parents vrere alray on hunting and f ishing trips.20a
Àttendance seems to have been necessarily row "owing Lo the
great distance which they Ittre children] rive from the Methodist mission.et2o5 summer attendance was usuarly better
since during the winter I rndians often retired to their
houses for sherter.
By 1911, however, the school at oxford
House seems to have secured itserf to some extent in the
community. The rndian Àgent's report made mention of the
good attendance and marked progress being made at the day
schoo1.2o6

Àttendance probrems were not unique to the schoors studied here. rn 1918, the report of the Generar Board of Mis-

sions cited "inabirity to enforce regurations respecting attendance" as being one of the drawbacks in day school
success.2oT Às has been noted, poor school attendance lras
often blamed on teachers. Deputy superintendent General
Ðuncan scott wrote to Reverend G. Baker, secretary for the
Generar Board of Missions of the Methodist church in 1919:

2o4 The hunt vras no ronger
(See Chapter III above).

very rewarding for

2os PÀM, RG 10, DIÀ, vol.6242, file
2o6 rbid"

this

band.

530-1, part 1.

2o7 "Report of the General Board of Missions, 1918," General
Conf erence_ Journals, p" 229.
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So far as the [lndianJ aay schools are concerned,
I have noticed that the best attendance and ultimate results are secured only by those teachers
who are competent to arouse and retain the interests of parents and pupils.2oB
There were several other explanations for low attendance
which must be considered, however. Because their "wild un-

tutored homelife" was usually preferable to the restricted
routine of a day school, Indian children attended only irregularly, explained one report.20e J. À. Macdonald's 1883
report in the Sessional Papers explained that not only were
Indians too concerned with hunting to achieve regular attendance at school--but there was also an "inherent conviction"
among the Indians that a child's education that differed
from that of the parents' would separate the family in the
hereafter. 2 o In an earlier report, Macdonald attributed
poor attendance to bad roads and long distances between home
and schooI.211 Finally, Duncan C. Scott, Superintendent of
Indian education wrote in 1910 that
many Indians are extremely poor. Even if they desired their children to be educated, they could
not afford to give them proper clothing or food
for a noonday Iunch. They are often too proud to
send their children to school in tattered and insuf f ic ient clothing. 2 1
1

2

2oB PAM, RG 10,

DIA, vol. 6032, file 150-40A, part 1.
2os "Report of L. Vankoughnet, 1889," Sessional papers,
1890, vol. X, no. 15, p. 83.
210
"Report of J. A. Macdonald, 1883, " Sessional papers,
1884, voI. 17, no. 4.
211 "Report of J" A. Macdonald, 18'19 r" Sessional papers,
1880, vol. 14r Do. 14, p. 7"
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Another explanation for poor attendance has centred

on

the health of Indian children. H. J. Vallery equated poor
att,endance with poor health.
Prior to 1910, most teachers
were not trained to teach health and Indians lived in "unsanitary environments.rr2l3 Sessional Papers reports say such
things âs, "children are surrounded by dogs who sleep with
them at night, Iive in poorly ventilated huts which are
overheated and unduly crowded.tt214 Vallery maintained that
poor hygiene among students and a lack of rigorous health
requirements created irregular attendance in Indian day
schools and retarded progress.

21s

1930, regulations were enacted to make
school attendance compulsory. In 1910, hygiene textbooks
were issued in ontario and Manitoba, and greater stress was
placed on physical health. Thi s vras part of a growing
avrareness of physical f itness and hygiene that vras sweeping
the country at this time.216 Àttendance, however, did not
markedry increase. The report written in the sessional papers in 1910 sras premature and optimistic:
"The children
became creaner and improved riving conditions occurred in
Between 19oB and

212 "Benort of

Duncan C. Scott ,
1911, vol 9, no. 27, p. 274.

1910," Sessional papers,

3 Vallery, "rndian Education, " p. 1 03.
214 'rReport of L. Vankoughnet, 1887, " Sessional papers,
21

r Do. 1 5, p. 83.
215 VaIIery, "Indian Educationr" p. 103"
216 At Berens River we find evidence of calisthenics going
on as early as 1908. See also Chapter II above.
1

888, vol.
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homes. rmproved hearth produced better attendance and bet,ter progress ,tt 217
Perhaps one of the most comprehensive explanations of
poor attendance at Berens River schoor and the reasons behind it, can be found in a retter to the Department from the
teacher, Mrs. Lowes, in 1 91 0.
As far as I can see from my 1 0 years of observations on the reserves, the Day SchooLs are a failure in educating the children. There are on this
Reserve about 70 children of school age. This
quarter I have 56 on the Register with an average
attendance of fifteen decimal- seven [1S"7]. this
is the largest enrollment since March, 1909. I
believe the larger enrollment is due to the services of the native policeman who has been who has
been visiting the houses and persuading the people
to send their children to school.
There are many reasons vrhy the children do not
attend regularly. Perhaps the chief reason is Èhe
indifference of the parents. Many of them live
quite a distance from the school and when the
trails are bad or the weather stormy the children
do not come. Some of them are not properly
clothed. There were several of them this winter
who could not have attended if I had not provided
c lothi ng .
Anolher reason for the poor attendance are the
fishing seasons. About the middle of May, sometimes earlier,
the people leave their homes and
move to the mouth of the river where they remain
until August. The distance is too great for any
to attend school. They are home again only a
short time before they are off again for fall
fishing....
Every winter hunting also takes children away.218

17 "Report of

Frank Pedley,
1 91 0, "
Sessional papers,
vol. 20, Do. 27, p. 27.
218 PAM, RG 10, DIA, vo1. 6227, file 500-1, part 2.
Unfor*
tunately,
records contain no biographical data on Mrs"
2

1911-1912,

Lowes.
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À fairly clear picture of what the school probably represented to most Indians in Berens River can be deduced.
Situated far avray from homes, difficult to travel to; and in
terrible shape, the school and its'motivest were foreign to
the lives of the Indians. This yras undoubtedly the case at
Cross Lake and Nelson House and, to a large extent, at Oxford House. WhiIe parents probably wished their children to
acquire those skills that would enable them to cope with the
Euro-Canadian worId, they had no intention of allowing the
assimilation of their children into the Euro-Canadian worId.
These bands seem to have placed little stock in staying home
in order to send their children to schoors that would teach
ski1ls different from those inherent in their own background
and culture. The day schools posed a real practical problem
as well.
Children coul-d not stay home alone to study while
parents left for severaL weeks of hunting and fishing. Even
the bands of Berens River and Cross Lake--who faced some
gruelling winters, many meagre hunts and poor prices for
their furs, and who were at least keeping peace by going
through the motions of agricurture and cattre raising--made
a choice between the schoor and their traditional liverihood. The school did not come out the winner. Despite differences in the characters and situations of the four reserves, it is probable that the parents in aII these bands
thought alike on these issues.
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Poor attendance,

broken windows and meagre Indian in-

are evidence that the day schools did not fit in
welI into rndian communities. Further evidence of conflicts
and misunderstandings comes from the Berens River school records. Mr, Colin Street, the teacher at Berens River, pEêpared two students to write the high school entrance exam in
the summer of 1926. The Met,hodists were extremely proud of
this accomplishment; it was the first time Berens River students had progressed to such a level.
One unnamed female
student passed. The other student who ought to have written
was the son of Chief gfilliam Berens.2le However, he missed
voLvement

the opportunity.

Reverend

Niddrie wrote an expranation to

Ottawa:

too much tobacco and attending dances at night and
Wakes caused him too much sleep the following day
so we had to drop him. The Chief is exceedingly
angry and blames Mr. Street which I need not say
is most unjust.2

2o

The bitterness

stirred by this situation was sufficient
to warrant further correspondence with ottawa for tyro years.
rn June of 1927, Rev. Ferrier wrote a memo about chief Berens.

21s william Berens, Chief from 1916 to 19q8, became anthropologist A. Irving HaIloweII's main informant during the

1930s, impressing the latter as a sensitive, intelligent
man. This incident could have been a contributing factor to Berensr enthusiasm in the preservation of SauIteaux traditions.
Chief Berens seemed to have found an
outlet in HaIIowe}1 who ventured along at precisely the
right time.
22o PAM, RG 10, DrA, vol. 6227, file 500-1, part z.
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It appears that his oldest boy (age 17) vras guilty
of a serious misdemeanor and he left the school
rather than take the punishment. The Chief then
withdrew his 4 other children from the school and
is now doing his best to damage Mr. Street's reputation as a teacher.22l
In Àugust, 1928, Niddrie wrote to Ferrier that three students had written the high school entrance exam and passed.
There is only one man who does not feel elated and
that is the Chief. This will show you what kind
of man we have to deal with. You remember vre were
up against it with him as $re could not send his
son up...on account of his immora] condition.
Ever since then, he has been using his influence
against Mr. StreeL (of course in the dark).222
interesting

things can be learned from the above
correspondence. Some "progress" was obviously being made in
the school in order for Mr. Street to be able to bring three
students to such a standard.
Àlthough the chief's son $ras
somewhat old (in Euro-Canadian terms) to be writing the
exam, it is significant that he had achieved such a level
and was still attending school at such an age.
Many

ÀIso of interest

is the difference between the original
explanation forwarded to Ottawa and the actual reason for
preventing the boy from writing the exam. The former places
all the "blame" on the student--he sounds too careless and
ambivalent to bother getting out of bed to write the exam.
In reality, the Methodists disapproved of the studenL's personal conduct and forbade him to write.
CIearIy 'ambiva221 I bid.
222 Ibid.
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Ience' cannot describe the feel-ings of the
agitated for at least two years.

family

who were

The real reason for this

fracas, of course, centres on
the ever-present morality issue. The missionaries slapped a
judgement on the boy that seemed unfair to the family concerned. The Berens family clearly were deeply resentful of
this encroachment of the teacher's authority into their
rives. The intrusion touched a raw nerve and shattered fragile communication. The duration of the bad feeling gives
one a grasp of its obvious intensity.
Bitterness seems to have run on both sides. Niddrie's
comment that the chief had been exerting negative influence
"of course in the dark" shows mistrust and anger--an emotional venting on the part of Niddrie--perhaps a slip which
revealed more than it was intended to.
TEÀCHERS

whatever happened, the schoors prowed on--smarr domains un-

der the direction of the teachers. Day school teachers Ìdere
crucial instruments--conductors that would aIIow currents of
Euro-canadian varues and ideals to flow from the Methodists
and the Department into the lives and psyches of the students. Serving three masters (¡'tettrodi sts, Ottawa and, to
some extent, rndian parents) teachers were charged with massive responsibility and bramed for everything that went,
vrrong in schoor from student performance to attendance.
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This pressure vras added to the effects produced by isolat.ion, hard lrork223 and immersion in a culture vastly different from their own.
Since the school vras considered to be the most effective

of "civiLízing" Indian bands, the teacher was responsible for influencing life both inside and outside the
school. In 1887, the following appeared in a booklet of
regulations concerning Indian day schools:
Teachers shall devote themselves as far as possible both in and out of school to the improvement
of the minds, morals, personal deportment and habits of their pupils and...shall endeavor to influence them by appealing to their reason and affections rather than their fears.22a

means

Since teachers rrere in the unique position of being in
cl-ose proximity to Indian families, they could not wave a
wand--as Ottawa policy-makers and Methodist Missionary Society administrators hoped--and apply contemporary philosophies to change the Indians. It was one thing to aim to

"Maintain in Indian schoors the same standards that exist in
the public schools in the Provincett22s and another thing to
do it. After 1922, teachers in Indian schools were also expected "to carry out the instructions of the lprovinciar]
inspectors regarding their vlork and general school manage-

223 Most teachers were responsible for building maintenance
and could not always secure Indian labour"

224
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ment .tt 226

In his "Memories of a Happy Journey Through Life," Methodist missionary Roscoe Chapin included a revealing statement about the life of a day school teacher. Discussing
Charles CIay, the "young and energetic teacher" working at
the Is1and Lake day school in 1925, Chapin wrot.e;
In the summer he had a group of about 40 children.... at noon he would come into the house utterly done out, weak and famished and flop on the
floor...too exhausted to go any further.227
Teachers had two choices: they could work hard and learn

to live with the struggles of different constituencies puI1ing them in all directions or they could quit.
Many chose
the latter course of action; the high rate of turn-over is
striking.228 It was extremely difficult to attract and retain weIl-qualified teachers. In 1890, the Methodist General Conference Journal lamented the fact that
Qualified and efficient teachers are hard to procure, for salaries are meagre and the isolation is
great, regular attendance on the part of the pupils seems to be out of the question, for there is
no home discipline.22s
226 Ibid.
227 Roscoe Chapin, "Memories of a Happy Journey Through
Life" (United Church Àrchives, Conference of Manitoba
and Northwestern Ontario), c. 1940, p. 48,
228 Cross Lake provides a typical example.
In 1904 Inspector E. McCol1 wrote angrily about the rundown state of
the school there and "t,he intermittent manner in which
this school is conduct,ed." He v¡arned that the Department would not fund any more repairs until a permanent

teacher could be hired.
file 508-1, part 1 "
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The last point here divulges another clue about the day
schools' place in their Indian communities. CIearIy, parents did not consider the schools relevant enough to force
their children to attend; nor vras forceful discipline a part
of their way of life.
The Methodists also could not accept
that Cree/Ojibwa children obey on a different system than
Euro-Canadian children;
in hunting and fishing activities
and work that is important to the band, there is no need for
"discipline." Children in these societies tend to want to
do well in tasks considered to have communal importance and
consequently there is seldom need of any restraint stronger
than mild teasing. "o The fact that children vrere not f locki.rg to day schools of their olrn accord is suggestive of Lhe
tenuous position this institution
occupied in Indian communities.
Most teachers left the four reserves studied within a
year.231 A few missionaries taught day school for a number

of yearsr232 but only one teacher, Colin Street, remained in
his position for a substantial period. Street taught at the
22e "Report on Indian Work, 1890," General Conference Journals, p. 17.
230 Dunning, Socia1 and Economic Chanqe, p. 91.
231 For Berens River sees PÀM, RG 10, DIÀ, vol. 6227, file
500-3, part 1. For Cross Lake see¡ pÀM, RG 10, DIA,
voI. 6230, f ile 508-'1 , part 1. For Nelson House: pAM,

10, DIÀ, vol. 6240, file 527-3, part 1. School records for Oxford House contain no lists of teachers on
the reserve.
232 S. D. Gaudin taught at the Nelson House school from 1gO2
to 905.
RG

.1
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Berens River day school for eight

of the years between 1920
and 1935. This unfortunate gentleman ended his career with
a nervous breakdown. While he had been through the Boer War
and The Great War, one cannot help but wonder if his career
in the school was itself a contributing factor to his condition.233
teachers were well qualified.

In 1894 the (unnamed)
teacher at Berens River vron a prize given by the Inspector
for efficiency.
In 1896, Miss Alexander, a graduate of
Mount Allison CoIIege in New Brunswick, took over a vacancy
in the school. She was replaced a year later by Miss Mary
E. Hayne, 23 years old and the holder of a second class cert i f icate wi th honours. The teacher arr iving in 1 91 0 vlas
equally well qualified and "extremely interested in Indians.tt234 The teacher hired by the Methodists to work at NeIson House in 1920 had taught for nine years in Indian Departmental schools "on the coast.rt235
Some

Other teachers possessed weaker qualifications but were
taken on anyvJay. Many possessed training that was "about
equaI" to a certificate.
In one instance (1916) an appli-

cant for a position at Berens River was declined at the last
minute as he t{as in the advanced stages of consumpt,ion.
233 PAM, RG 10, DrÀ, vol" 6227, file 500-1, part 2.
234 PAM, RG 1 0, DIA, vol. 6227, file 500-3, part 2"
23s PAM, RG 10, DIA, vol" 6227, file 500-1, part 2.
noÈ know which coast was being referred to.

We do
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There does not seem to have been any concern about the
threat such an illness would pose to the students.236 The
only reason given for the failure of his application sras
that he was "too r¡eak to handle the school "t'237
It

clear that when the Methodists had the fortune
to have qualified teachers they swept them up, praised them
and gloried in their "great discovery" " I f a qualified
teacher did not appear, unqualified ones ylere accepted so
Iong as they y¡ere morally upstanding. Many examples of t,his
can be found in the school records. For instance in 1902,
Alexander Sutherland wrote to Ottawa that the Methodists
have been trying to secure a teacher at Oxford
House for some time but find it exceedingly difficult to get a certified teacher willing to go to
one of those isolated posts.238
seems

Àccording to Sutherland, in order that the school not be-

vacant, the t'fethodists vrere sending in a supply teacher
with no certificate and no teaching experience but possessing "good judgement and excellent character.r'23e Sutherland
was confident that she would do weII in handling the primary
teaching "at a place Iike Oxford House." The Methodists put
the best face possible on their selections in their correcome

236 The

students l¡ere probably considered too affected by
t,his disease f or one more to matter.
See Chapter III

above.

237 PAM, RG 10, DrA,
238 PAM, RG 10, DrÀ,

vol.6227, file 500-3, part 1.
vol" 6242, file 530-1, part 1.
23s Sutherland did not mention,the name of this "supply""
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spondence $rith

the Department,

Teachers vrere expected to teach children who often seemed

ambivalent, unresponsive and foreign. Some accepted the
situation and learned to live with it: examples were CoIin
Street, and Mrs. Lowes who wrote to the Department about her
students with a tolerance and an absence of bitterness that
could only have been the product of some understanding borne
of time. Others went perhaps for the adventure or to secure
some experience, thus making them more employable back home,
or perhaps for the challenge of "civilizing"
and "helping"
the "poor Indians." Many of the latter must have been sadly
disirrusioned, especially the ones who did not rast through
the year.
IN THE DAY SCHOOLS
Unfortunately no teachers' diaries were available to this
study. The records, however, tell something of the extracurricurar work that they encountered. Teachers needed a
certain amount of compassion and common sense to exlend beyond the line of duty. Mrs. Lowes, for example, clothed
children herserf in order to have them properly attired to
battl-e through a winter day to school. Midday meals had to
be cooked and served by the teacher, who usually had to cajole Ottawa into giving money for peas or beans, biscuits
and cocoa for the children.
For instance in 1920, the Nelson House teacher wrote to the Department, 'rThe children
EXTRA CURRICULAR WORK
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the river for some distance to this school and
if they were given lunch it would help attendance greatly.r'2+o one has to wonder about the generations of children
at this and other day schools who fought through freezing
winters only to sit aII day in a cold room24 1 with nothing
but a dry biscuit at noon.

come across

the midday meal was another means of imparting
Euro-Canadian culture to students. The following letter,
Miss Sara Richardson of the Cross
dated 1919, is typical.
Sometimes

Lake school wrote:

The Indians are iIl-nourished and underfed and
waste supplies given to them by S. D. Gaudin by
iIl-cooking.
It is probable that if Indian children vrere taught to cook as children [ttris waste
would not occur.] The Indian children whom I have
taught to cook have been much interested in the
art. . . . the parents seem pleased to have them
AIso this' has been a
cook like white people.
strong incentive to their using Eng1ish.242
Richardson explained that she wished to teach cooking to
give the children a hot midday meal. Two other points
raised in her letter are significant. Indians at Cross Lake
were obviously in need of aid aL this time and the fact that
they were having dfficulty cooking food given to them by the
missionary was probably because he was providing them with
24o PÀM, RG 10, DrÀ, vol. 6240, file 527-1, parÈ 1.
241 For example, the Nelson House church in which school was
conducted was difficult to heat. Àt Cross Lake in 1912,
teacher Ànnie Cunningham reported to the Department,
"when cold it is quite impossible to have the school
comfortable." See PAM, RG 10, DIAI voI.
6230, f ile

508-1, part

242 Ibid.

1

"
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materials that were foreign to their regular diets.
Since
this probably represented another aspect of encroaching
Euro-Canadian culture, it is not surprising that parents desired their children to be skilled in this area. Secondly,
it is interesting that as late as 1919 the teacher þ¡as in
need of "incentives" to get children to use English during
school hours; this shows signs of a cultural struggle with
the children resisting the use of English.
Other extra duties of teachers appeared in the form of

extra-curricular activities for students.
Gardens were
maintained at many day schools.243 These yielded potat,oes,
turnips, onions and carrots under the tender attention of
teacher and students. At Berens River, song books and yarn
lrere ordered. The teacher at Cross Lake was teaching the
"Flag and Wand DriI1s" and Christmas carols in 1912. Teachers were free to use their imaginations in an attempt to
bring any number of new activities to the students; so long
as they were "character buildiD9," aided the assimilative
process and (probably most important) cost the Department no
extra money.2aa

243 Berens River school records contain many references to
their garden.
244 For example, in 1935 when CoIin Street asked Ottawa if

he could put two old typewriters he had found to use by
giving his students typing lessons, they gave him the
go-ahead accompanied by a clear warning that the venture
had better not lead to reguests for any more money from

the Department. See PAM, RG 10, DIÀ, vol.
500-1 , part 2.

6227, file
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The bleak Departmental responses Lo teachers who wrote to
them with plans for student activities

afford a real sense
of the hopeless case of the day schools of northern Manitoba. The dilapidated IittIe buildingsr on those reserves
which had school buirdings, were maintained at the bare minimum. Expectations and challenges decreased over time.2a5
While the existence of the students was acknowledged by Ottawa, the mysterious, careless, semi-civilized people of
Berens River, cross Lake, oxford House and Nelson House vrere
too remote to stir great concern. We will never know how
many teachers caught this ambivalent feeling or how many
transmitted it.
We do know, however, that some, like
street, remained to grow gardens, teach typing and knitting
and physical culture.
Physical culture was certainly a part of the lives of day
school students" Àt cross Lake in 1912, the teacher reported that she conducted "calisthenics twice a day.rr246 Berens
River submitted reguests for basebarrs, bats, footballs and
basketballs. Inspectors made a point of reporting on the
quarity of caristhenics carried out at Manitoba Indian day
school

s.

245 By

1900, Methodists and government alike seemed to be
wearying of t,heir prans and ambitions for rndian assimilation.
The Methodists seemed only to care that teachers were "moralistic" church members and the Department
only worried that returns be completed accurately by the
teachers and that expenditures be kept to a minimum.

246 pAM, RG 10, DrA,

voI.6230, file SOB-1, part

1.
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It seems that extra-curricular activities were carried
out too often to be dismissed as exercises to fiII time.
Besides obvious assimilative motives for Indian (and immigrant) students in Manitoba, another probable motive involved
fears of "the DeviI making work for idle hands." Extra-curricular work broadened the mind, used extra time constructively and, especially in the case of organized sports, propractice in acceptable social behaviour
duced discipline,
and ultimately, obedience. This emphasis was prevalent in
schools throughout Canada between 1 91 0 and 1925. The concept h'as extremely popular and educators had great faith in
the long-term benefits of such activities.2aT
CURRI CULUM

The emphasis in day schools was on providing students with

a

suitable English education. If the government was to build
Canadian citizens (or, at least, citizens coming as close to
the Euro-Canadian ideal as such a breed of "savages" could
come) one of the best ways to begin was with a good solid
English Canadian education in the schools.
From 1867 to 1900, therefore, reading, speIIing,

dtith-

metic, grammar, history, geography, music, singing and drawing were taught in Indian day schools.
Some emphasis t{as
placed on fine arts. This vras important for a truly educated person was in possession of a broad range of accomplish-

247 See Chapter II above.
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ments. In some day schools, advanced students were taught
catechism, dictation, mental arithmetic, composition, and
Scripture,and they were given object lessons.248 The education of the spirit $ras an important part of Canadianizing
any Indian, just as it was for training any Euro-Canadian or
immigrant student.

After 1900, more stress was placed on hygiene lessons.
À11 four schools studied submitted requisitions for combs,
mirrors, soap and toothbrushes. Boys were instructed in agricultural subjects after this date, and vrere urged to cultivate garden plots.
Some day schools taught domestic science to girls and education seemed to evolve into somewhat
more practical areas rather than stressing only theoretical
subjects. 2 a s

It is unfortunate that records for the schools at Berens
River, Cross Lake, Oxford House and Ne1son House make no
mention of the subjects that were taught. In the case of
Berens River one piece of correspondence sheds Iight on students' activities.
À Department letter to the Methodists in
1910 commented on the materials ordered for the school by
the teacher, Mrs. Lowes.
supplies wiIl be ordered from the government, stationery office, with the exception of slates, fire
shovels, yarn and needles which Rev. J.
I "Tabulated Statements, " Sessional Papers, 1 880-1 890.
24s "Report of Duncan C. Scott , 191 3, " Sessional Papers,
1914, vol.23, no. 27, p. 309. This was a trend in aII
Canadian schools at this time. See Chapter II above.

24
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Semmens...wiIl purchase. The Victorian Readers,
formerly used by this school are out of print--the
Ontario series has been substituted. It is presumed that the yarn is to be used in the teaching
of knitting to children.
Kind1y ask the teacher
what book of songs and solos she wishes.2so

this it is obvious that some domestic science work was
being undertaken at Berens River and that this was probably
new, since the Department did not take the ordering of yarn
for granted and speculated about what it would be used for.
The other schools under study seemed to have too many problems in securing teachers and staying open at all to bother
submitting reports of programmes and classes. To do this,
schools needed to have some stability in the community and
some consistency of operation.

From

the Manitoba provincial curriculum
was gradually introduced to the day schools.
VaIIery believes the change was made to "oblige the Inspectors of the
various provinces in the supervision of Indian schools and
al-so to obtain the required textbooks more easi1y."25t Under
provincial curricula, Indian day schools provided the necessary preparatory training to qualify pupils for Canadian
high school attendance. Such a step furthered the chances
for Indian assimilation into white society and theoretically
provided something of an open door.
Between 1915 and 1917,

2so pAM, RG 10, DrA, vol. 6227, file 500-5, part 2"
251 Vallery, "Indian Educationr" p. 110.
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Previous to this development, Indian children were edu-

cated to a limited end.2s2 There was Iitt1e opportunity for
them to conLinue with a high school and post secondary edu-

cation due to the type of training they had received, At
the same timer ês each generation of students spent less
time in the bush, it vras perhaps more dif f icult f or them to
return to their traditional Indian lifestyle after so much
formative time had been spent in the day schools.
The
change to the provincial system may have at least delayed
the almost inevitable state of limbo that vras to ensue from
conbining a poor Euro-Canadian education and a poor Indian
one. Students could spend more time in school before their
release and the subsequent battle they would face over the
conseguences of not having developed skill in the bush nor
the classroom.
During the 1920s, more emphasis was placed on language
and reading (bottr were necessary for assimilation), domestic

science, generaL housework, manual training, âgriculture and
physical training.
There was a firm conviction that education should have a useful, practical end if students were to
make significanL contributions to society, or at least maintain self-suf f iciency.

252 See Chapter III

above.
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The following graphs and tables,

generated from statistics

in the Sessional PaÞers, demonstraLe some enrolment, attendance and achievement figures for the students in the Berens
River, Cross Lake, Oxford House and Nelson House schools.
Data include the total number of male students enrolled in
the school, the total number of female students enrolled and
the average total attendance over the year. Unfortunatefy,
almost all sources of data mentioning individuals or carrying noteworthy features pertain to maIes. Even with female
teachers present, native mothers and daughters sink into anonymity in the records.
À1I statistics begin with the year 1895 as no data were
available for 1890. Data were also unavailable for the
years 1915 and 1920. In the case of the graphs, the 1920
statistics were derived from averages of the data from the
years 1919 and 1921. rn the case of the tabres, statistics
from 1919 have been substituted" Unfortunately, there is no
vray of discerning whether female or male students attended
more regularly"
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TABLE

1

Levels of Achievement of Berens River Students
IÏ

YEAR

I

1
1

895
900
905
1910
1915
1919

24
14
17

6
3
7

3
5
4

14
10

1925

26
14
16

3
5
6

1

IIT

7

STÀNDARD

IVV

31
00
00
00
52
21

TABLE

VI

VII

VIII

0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
9

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0

2

Levels of Àchievement of Cross Lake Students
ÏI

II]

YEAR

ï

895
900
905
1910
191s
1919
1925

24
24
25

3
6
4

0
6
7

33
20
16

I

7

4

7

7
3

1

1
1

SOURCE: For all
Canada Sessional Papers,

STÀNDARD

IVV

00
40
00
00
30
00

vl

VII

VTI]

0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

4
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0

tables and preceding graphs:
1-g%" vo].xxix, ;õ:-E; 1901, vol. xxxv, no.11; 1906, vol. xL, no..t
1916, vol. LI, no, 23¡ 1920, vol. LVI, no. 8; lgZG-Z7t vol. II.
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TÀBLE

3

LeveIs of Achievement of Oxford
YEÀR
1 89s
1900
1 905
1910
191s
1919
1925

.)tr

IT

III

0

0

6

STANDARD

IVV

00
00

TÀBLE

House Students

VI

0
0

VII

0
0

VIÏI

0
0

4

LeveIs of Àchievement of Nelson House Students
STANDARD

YEAR

IT

II]

895
900
1905
1910
191s
1919
1925

3;a

;

;;

õ

õ

õ

I
272

;

t0
00

õ
0

õ

õ

0

0

1
1

.

10

1

IVV

VI

VII

VIII

These tables classify pupils according to their
reading lever.
The "standard" indicates the level of the
textbook used and, therefore, shows the degree of general
standard advancement. standard r involves the first reader:
parL 1. Standard II involves the first reader: part 2"
Standard III involves the second reader; Standard fV, the
third reader; Standard V, the fourth reader; SÈandard VI,
the fifth reader; and so on"
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In the case of Berens River, the graph demonstrates that
both attendance and leveIs of achievement v¡ere raised between 1920 and 1925. Fewer students were crowded into the
beginning books and more were spread through more advanced
levels.
1915 was the worst year for achievement as weII as
attendance (which dwindted practically down to nothing) "
Àverage attendance levels $¡ere low from 1895 to 1915.
This v¡as a time when teachers yrere leaving as soon as their

year's work rras completed (if not before). Subject matter
at that time was mostly of an academic nature with great emphasis on religion, and it is possible that students and
probably parents believed there was IittIe
to gain from
school life.
The years prior to 1920 were filled

with changes and upheavals in Berens River community and school life.
Hard
winters and a struggle for food probably took up most of
this band's attention. IIIness was also plaguing these people. Perhaps a high death rate is partly responsible for
the drop in the number of maLe students enrolled in the
schoor between 1900-1905" Male students may arso have quit
school during those years to herp their families survive,
It is probable, however, that such poor average attendance
in this period reflects the row impact this institution had
on the reserve"
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of the reasons for increased attendance at Berens
River between 1920 and 1 925 may be that the school was becoming more useful and practical for students. Goals such
as the high school entrance exam were set and a broader,
probably more interesting array of subjects existed. It is
also possible that the school was becoming a fixture in the
Berens River community" In 1925, some children attending
the Berens River Methodist school would probably have been
second or third generation students. By 1920, this school
$¡as also better organized than most day schools $rith more
efficient teachers.
Reports sent to Ottawa by these instructors were increasingly frequent and comprehensive.
One

Cross Lake school-'s attendance and achievement levels
arso correlate. Between 1895 and 1900, standards and attendance rose dramatically only to plunge between 1900 and
1915. After another dramatic rise in 1915, both attendance
and achievement leveIs dwindled unLil 1925. Generally low
leveIs probably resulted from IittIe emphasis being placed
on the day schools by both Indians and Euro-Canadians.
The records do not mention who was in charge of the
school during the time of the first major rise in 1900, but
the Indian Àgent reported that when this teacher left the
reserve at the end of the year the Indians were asking that
another be sent.253 This is the only time such a request
2s3 "Report of E. McColI, 1 900, " Sessional Papers,
vol. XXXV, no. 11, p. 108.

1

901 ,
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from the Cross Lake band appears in

the records.

It is

probable that the teacher at the day school yras deserving of
high attendance as far as the band was concerned.

and 1910 there v¡as a great deal of illness
among the Indians at Cross Lake. This could partly account
for the drop in attendance. Undoubtedly, however, part of
the decrease vras due to the fact that no teacher was available untit 1904.2s4 Unfortunately the records contain no evidence about, the uncharacteristic,
short-lived rise in attendance and achievement in 1915.
However, it seems that
gross administrative mismanagement over a twenty-five-year
period accounts for the diminishing attendance and performance that occurred after 1915.
Between 1900

There are almost no records for Oxford House and Nelson

House; hence it is nearly impossible to draw many conclusions about these schools. Àt Nelson House one report vJas
submitted by S. D. Gaudin between 1890-1915. Not only is
this report unique in this aspect; it also contains the
highest average attendance column of any. Standards, once
again, correlate with attendance. This performance may have
been due to the fact that Gaudin had been working diligently
with this band since 1892 and the Indians had come to tike
and trust him. However, it is curious that such a high attendance figure could appear in records dealing with an extremely hunting-orienLed band. It is possible that Gaudin
254 PAM, RG 10, DrA,

vol. 6230, file 509-1, part

1.
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calculated attendance based on the number of days when most
of the band members were located around the mission. Perhaps because they were not under treaty, Nelson House Indians vrere not pressured by anyone but Gaudin to attend school
and consequently attended school more frequently. Certainly
this band was financially secure enough at this time to be
able to send its children to school.

1925, the period when we have the bulk
of the data concerning Oxford House and Nelson House, it
seems the Nelson House school endured the same neglect that
the Oxford House school experienced" The scarcity of all
records pertaining to these reserves supports this conclusion. The government and Methodists did not strenuously involve themserves with the rndians.
The rndians seemed unconcerned with the school.
Between 1915 and

Whatever unique situaLions or

neglect occurred in each
case, all four of the schools continued to struggle. Changes occurred from 1890 to 1925 in fits and starts, all with
the goal of assimilating the Indians of these reserves" Àt
Berens River after 1915, the Department and school gained
some good teachers; t.he band was also becoming increasingly
settled and some hope must have arisen that these rndians
really could come close to becoming "civiIized" if they were
(gently but firmly) steered on the right course.
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Children attended day schools (on some level), grevr more
or less accustomed to the expectations made of them and carried on, increasingty caught in a cultural mish-mash woven
of a strange fabric: part Indian, part white. Some of these
children learned their lessons--to read, write and speak
Eng1ish, to sing and draw, to be at least overtly obedienL,
civilized and disciplined.
Over the years the presence of

the teacher would grovr
Iess foreign. Gaudin wrote of his pupils at the beginning
of his work with them at Norway House in 1890:
The inheritance of the past was still
very much
among them. Some of them r.rere wild as deer. I{hen
they yrere playing near the woods and I happened
along they
would slip out of sight like little
rabbits. 2 5 s
In later years, in contrast, these children fought to hold
the teacher's hand.
Às new and "higher" Ievels of academic achievement presented themserves after 1915, order students were faced with
added expectations.

The high school entrance exam vras open

to them--they were to be trained to write it and then, it
was hoped, move on to higher plateaus of "progress" towards
assimilation into the "superior" Euro-Canadian society.
Underneath it all,

ed a foreign culture

however, Indian day schools representand foreign values"

Students

were

forced to sink or swim within them; but whatever happened or
2ss Gaudin, Forty-Four Years, p. 16.
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did not happen, they were expected to attend. We can know
little about what went on in the minds and hearts of the
students who went through the motions of lessons, baseball,
catechism and hoeing the garden. How much was memorized by
blind repetition and how much was interpreted by students to
become a part of t,heir own world is a study that would have
to be carried out on each child that stepped from his parents' home--filted with Cree/Ojibwa culture, values and
Iegendary traditions--into
the schoolroom to learn the imparted message of Indian inferiority.

Chapter

V

CONCLUSION

In the history of Euro-Canadian efforts to assimilate the
Indian, the relationship between Indian communities and
Methodist Indian day schools in Northern Manitoba from 1890
to 1925 stands out as both more significant and more problematic than has been previously understood. Government, and
Methodist policy during this time focussed on creating
Christian citizens out of the aboriginal population. Since
Indian society yÍas unacceptable and threatening to the encroaching white worId, êttempts vrere made to make native
people'fit into Euro-Canadian culture as much as possible"
This enterprise began for the Methodists as an exciting,
challenging mission; it was the duty of the "superior" white
race to help its red brethren adapt. to a changing life on
earth, preserve them from certain extinction and from the
corruption of the industrialized worId, and save their
heathen souls for the afterlife.
For the Dominion government, Indian assimilation r,ras crucial for economic reasons.
In exchange for Indian land titles,
the government had undertaken financial responsibility for its "native children"
and therefore had a vested interest in aboriginal independence.

-
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By 1900, however, both Methodists and government offi-

cials vrere lagging in their quest. There yrere as many complaints from Indian.Agents and missionaries about the laziness, poor morals and nomadic habits of Indian bands in 1910
as there had been throughout Èhe latter half of the nineteenth century. The Canadian West vras rarely the scene of
bloody battles between naùives and whites. Indian communities were facing a desperate struggle for economic and cultural survival and had been forced into a position of dependence.
There was a quiet rebellion among bands,
Christianity had not proven to be "the answer" for these
people who were still caught up in the same problems in 1900
as they had been in the late nineteenth century. Cultural
survival vras maintained to a large extent through passivity
and avoidance. This "non-struggle" made a strange, impenetrable defence. White society had almost nothing tangible
to f ight.
By 1900, therefore, littIe

real assimilative progress had
been made. The flames of mission zeal had considerably
waned for the Methodists. Canadians were getting t.ired of
reading about the importance of the work carried on in the
northern reaches. Missions abroad were filled with exotic
aIlure and interest shifted to India,China, Africa and Japan. By the time Canadian Indian work was transferred from
"Foreign" to "Home t'tissions" the coals were barely warm.
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The government also became increasingly resigned to the

prospect of retaining the role of guardian for years to
come. À blanket of lethargy settled over projects once un*
dertaken with enthusiasm. Emphasis changed as goals were
Iost in an ambivalent tide; how much gain could result from
the least money and effort expended was increasingly seen as
practical.
The clash between Cree/Ojibwa and Euro-Canadian societies

not one of bullets and flying sparks. Euro-Canadian
goals, however, were incongruous with the ecologically adaptive culture that vlas so deeply imbedded in the northern
Manitoba native.
The struggle to subsist in the subarctic
necessarily involves a nomadic lifestyle and the division of
labour into smaIl, pliable groups. Àgricultural endeavours
are futile in such an environment owing to the poor glacierscoured soil and short growing season.
vras

Àlthough northern Manitoba bands adapted Euro-Canadian
technology to their needs, had stabilized their residence to
a large extent--returning regularly to missions and Hudson's
Bay posts--and became Christian at least in name; they maint,ained their traditional Iifestyle as much as possible. It
continued to comprise the essence of their existence and
yras, in fact, the only system which could really work for
them in their environment.
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In the day schools, then, students vrere thrown into a
whirl of conflict. The major clash existed between two confronting cultures--Cree/Ojibwa and Euro-Canadian. The aim
of Indian education as the Methodists and the government sayr
it was to implant Euro-Canadian values in the minds of very
young children and to strengthen this foundation as students
grew older by teaching survival in the industrial worId,
good Euro-Canadian citizenship and Christian principles.
The products were supposed to be assimilated white natives
who could either venture out into the world as self-supporting individuals or remain with their people to spread truth
and 1ight.
In reality,

however, Indian children arrived at school
aLmost completely independent and steeped in their own culture. Their nights vrere spent immersed in an Indian environment and days were spent being steeped in Euro-Canadian
cuiture.256 Children often responded by refusing to speak
English, refusing to "perform" or even attend. Native parents realized the need for their children to learn to cope
with encroaching white culture (which was there to stay),
but they did not intend to allow education to change the
2s6 In 1914,

according to officially

published Indian

Day

Schoo1 Regulations, âII Indian schools were to be kept
open for no less than 200 days each year. Between March
and October, school hours vrere 9:00 am to 12200 pm, 1:00
pm to 3:30 pR, with a fifteen
to twenty-minute recess
period in the morning and afternoon. Between November

and February, school hours ran from 9:30 to 12:00 and
1:00 to 3:00 with only one recess period. pAM, RG 10,
DIÀ, vo1. 6032, file 150-404, part 1.
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community" However, the struggle $ras often vicarious.
Indian day schools managing to achieve strong administrative
management and some stability in staffing yrere a formidable
force in a reserve Iike Berens River that ïras increasingly
made to live and prosper in a white man's world.
Methodist Indian day schools in Manitoba between
1890 and 1925 | a wel-l-run school vras, however, a rarity.
Day school administration was a series of battle grounds,
ihe first of which was the clash between Indian and EuroAt the top of the administrative hierCanadian cultures.
archy was the Ottawa-based Department of Indian Affairs
which represented the government, and the Toronto-based
Methodist Missionary Society representing the missionaries"
These agencies, both idealistic and both remote from the
northern Manitoba environment, propounded the philosophies
and methodologies that were to be applied to contemporary
Indian education. They waged almost constant war with each
other over day schooL administration, Petty and jealous
about any intrusions, real or imagined, of one into the jurisdiction of the other, the two administrations shared the
responsibility of running the schools, of providing financial support.,and of hiring and firing of teachers.
The
clumsy dual control system that resulted from this union was
a jungle of bureaucratic bungling, feuds and lack of commuAmong

nicat ion.
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The next set of battlegrounds existed in

the conflicts

and poor communications between the day school teachers and

the Department of Indian Affairs and the Methodist adminisWhiIe the teachers vrere culturally removed from
tration.
the community, they vrere directly exposed to reserve life
and consequently, were personally involved with the Indians
who were merely faceless problems to the Ontarians. They
actually saw children travelling
miles, often poorly
dressed, over a frozen lake to school, felt the cold from a
defective schoolhouse stove that the Department had not
bothered to fund repairs for, and knew the frustration of
teaching children who probabty would not return the next day
or who refused to communicate in English.
These teachers
bore the brunt of much of the struggle between the two higher powers and were charged with the responsibility of carrying out the often differing aspirations of their remote
leaders.
The final battleground existed in the lives of the native

children caught between the influence of the teacher and the
puIl of their ov¡n community and families. Euro-Canadian Iifestyles l¡ere pushing in around them, their parents were often at the mercy of white men for aid or employment, and
white teachers were pounding the merits of their "superior"
culture into them whenever possible.
this battleground, however, the school often lost out.
Of the four cases studied, only the Berens River institution
On
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began to

make progress

in relation to Euro-Canadian standards after 1915. WhiIe the four bands coped differently
with the presence of Euro-Canadian culture and their ov¡n increasing economic dependence on it,
the schools had little
impact on the lives of the Indians involved.
Berens River and Cross Lake were similar in that both of

these bands had been subjected to governmental and mission
pressures since the 1870s. Both managed to maintain some
semblance of self-support by acculturating themselves, to a
degree, to the Euro-Canadian world around them. Both bands

seem, however, to have been ambivalent towards the day
schools throughout most of the period studied, although the
Berens River school gained ground after 1 91 5 due to better
administration.
The Cross Lake school was a l-oss from the beginning.
Since neither the Methodists nor the government ever really
took this school seriously, it never gained a firm foothold
in the community. ÀIthough the Indians were enthusiastic
about it for a short time between 1902 and 1905, perhaps after a particularly good teacher had left, they seem to have
eventually caught the spirit of ambivalence when no one
cared enough to apply principles of management.
The Nelson House band clearly did not view its day school

with hostility.

These Indians,

who had considerably more

economic and personal freedom than the other bands mentioned
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here, seem to have welcomed the chance of teaching their
children to deal with the ways of the white man whenever the
opportunity arose. One thing is certain, however; the instruction was expected to be imparted on the Indians' terms.
When the band was around, school was in session. At no time
did the school affect the Iife of t,his community sufficientIy to change Lhe lifestyle of these people.
Oxford House is a strange distorted example of Euro-Cana-

dian neglect and Indian desperation. The environment at
this reserve v¡as somewhat synthetic since the Oxford House
band was more exclusively a product of the fur trade and had
not evolved over several pre-contact centuries" At Oxford
House the ravages of poverty ensuing from a decline of the
only life these people had ever known are evident. The government tended to ignore the existence of these Indians and
the sparse, almost non-existent school records reflect this"
all four reserves, school buildings were broken down,
poorly equipped and often in inconvenient locations. Àttendance of those enrolled was extremely poor and there is very
littIe evidence of Indian involvement in school matters; aIthough certainly native involvement vras rarely encouraged by
the Methodists who did not see their Indian clients as capable of active, positive contributions.
Teachers usually
left their positions after one year, if not before, and in
some cases no replacements yrere found for periods of up to
several years.
On
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Àlthough day school curricula changed from 1890 to 1925,

the quality of education offered to the students was minimal, since unqualified teachers of "good character" were often cheaper and easier to hire and the government did not
see the necessity of doling out great quantities of money to
some isolated school which was closed more than half the
time. Although the standardization of the Indian day school
curriculum from 1915 to 1917 with the requirements of Manitoba provincial schools during the 1915-17 period theoretically broadened the scope of possibilities for Indian students,
it
reinforced the assimilative nature of
Euro-Canadian educational attempts. Indian children were
expected to progress in a school- program that had been designed specifically for the majority, middle class society.
Within this foreign system lrere variable and shifting emphases that must have been confusing to students. Sometimes, Indian children were pointed in the direction of becoming "happy f armers"; other classes vlere spent imrnersing
the students in vocational curricula that directed them towards Euro-Canadian life.
while the motives of exposing native students to an aIl-round practical education seem theoretically sound to the distant philosopher, the lack of a
single, consistent plan of action--as opposed to a variety
of foreign pursuits--seems to have created a chaotic effect.
Writing of American Indian educational poticy from 1870
to 1915, Dr. Charles Eastman, a Sioux physician, described a
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similarity of purpose that ran like a current through Canada
and the United States.
Two things were determined upon: Fi rst he lttre
Indian] must be induced.. nto enter the reservation. Second, he must be trained and persuaded to
adopt civilized life....
Here is a system which
has gradually taken its complicated form during
two thousand years. A primitive race has put it.
on ready made, to a large extent, vrithin two generations. In order to accomplish this feat, they
had to fight physical demoralization, psychological confusion and spiritual apathy. In other
words the old building had to be puIled down,
foundations and aII, and replaced by the new. But
you have had to use the same timber!2s7
As in Canada, the United States had a system of educating
their native rndians (after 1870) which involved day schoors
and boarding schools; the latter nere considered to be a su-

perior way of imparting white values. EIaine Goodale Eastman, a white teacher who married Charles Eastman in 1891,
discussed in detail her experiences in Sioux Indian day
schools. Her writing reflects much about day school administration, curricula and educational goals which were very
similar to the contemporary Canadian system.2sB
Plagued with poor attendance, American day school educa-

tion was assimilative in nature. From Goodale Eastmanr wê
learn that her agenda in the 1880s, âs vras typical of North
American school programmes, included instruction in the
257 Charles

A. Eastman, The Indian Today, The Past and Future of the Àmerican Indian (New York: Doubleday, Page
and Co., 1915), p. 63.
2sB EIaine Goodale Eastman, Sister to the Sioux, €d. Kay
Graber (lincoln: Universfty oF Nebraska Press, 1 978 ) "
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reading, vrriting and speaking of EngIish, marching, singing
and simple calisthenics, drawing, sewing and cultivating the
school vegetable garden.25s Governmental aid to the schools
was as unreliable in the United States as it h'as in Canada
and the teacher lras forced to rely a good deal on her wits
for supplies. Goodale Eastman's school experienced government neglecL so similar to that suffered by northern Manitoba schools that the reader might assume she is discussing
Cross Lake or Oxford House. "Each of these Iittle camp
schools vras an ísolated unit, functioning blindly and without standards. r' 2 6 o
Perhaps Indian day school education can be viewed from an

Indian point of view as a study in irrelevance. Irrelevant
to the culture and environment in which they lived and to
parental participation or community involvement, the day
schools of northern Manitoba did not overtly change Indian
communities. After several decades the Indian in 1925 was

Iargely unassimilated. What the schools did do was to create dilemmas in the lives of their students by forcing them
to choose between their Indian culture and a foreign EuroCanadian world, one characterized by interdenominational rivalry and by missionaries fighting with the government. The
educational paralysis and Indian resistance resulting from
the situation ensured that Indian day schools would remain
2ss rbid., pp. 40-43.
260 rbid., p. 124.
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largely foreign elements in native Manitoba communities.
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